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OiAPTERI 

INTOOIXJCI'IOO 

The Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes captured the attention of the 

w:irld as the clash of tiny Icelandic gunl:oa.ts and British frigates conjura:1 

i.nages of David defying Goliath. The stormy North Atlantic waters sur

rounding the Nordic island nation maintain the "Wealth of the fish coveted. 

by· Icelandic and British fishing fleets alike, while the island itself, by 

virtue of its strategic location is coveted. by the Unita:1 States, NATO, 

and the Soviet Union. 

'l\.;O facets of this protracted fisheries dispute are i.n:m:rliately 

notable. Why did the disputes continually recur and why did the apparently 

much superior Great Britain lose repeatably. The four disputes between the 

b«:> nations OV'er fish and fishing limits present the opportunity to seek can

non causes, patterns and actions and to detemdne whether the strife can be 

justifiably considera:1 one protracted conflict rather than four differnet 

conflicts. 

The scant literature on the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes has 

usually focusa:1 on one of the Disputes and its relationship to either the law 

of the sea or the Anerican-manned NATO base at Keflavik, Iceland. Both of 

these linkages nay be examina:1 during their evolutionary course in resp:>nse 

to the fisheries disputes. Cbnsideration of these linkages will also help 

prevent viewing the Anglo-Icelaniic Fisheries Disputes in isolation from the 

global context in which they occurra:1. 
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The_ great number and range of actors and issues which played a role in 

one bf the popularly-referred-to Cod Wars gives an idea of the canplexity of 

the disputes. Among the actors were Iceland, Great Britain, the United States, 

the Soviet Union, '¼Test Germany, Denmat'l\'.:, Nor-way, NA'I'O, the European Econc::f1ic 

Corrmunity, the Organization for European F.conomic. Cooperation, the North-East 

Atlantic Fisheries Commission, thn United Nations, the· International Court 

of Justice, the European Free Trade Association, the Nordic Council, the 

British Trawler F.ederation, and the press, political parties, and government 

ministries of several com.tries. 'llie·range and scope of issues encanpasses 

social, economic, legal-? biological, and military concerns. 

This study will take the form of a historical narrative which traces 
. . . 

the Anglo-•Icelandic Fisheries Disputes fran their beginning (Iceland's 1948 

Law Conc.erning the Scientific Conservation of the Coastal Fisheries) to their 

conclusion with the assignment of British Fishing Policy to the European 

Economic Comnmity on January 1, 1977.1 Chapters will disc~s each dispute 

and the intervening periodS. 'llie last three of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries 

Disputes will be referred to as Cod Wars I, II, and III respectively. 2 Final 

chapters will examine the nature of the linkage between the Anglo-Icelandic 

Fisheries Disputes, the law of the sea, and NAID and the effects of British 

policy-making procedures and perceptions on the course and outcome of the 

series of conflicts. Concluding ccmnents will provde possible answers to 

the questions raised and, hopefully, preventive lessons for similar future 

disturbanees. 

As indicated previously available literature on these fisheries disputes 

is scare and hardly comprehensive in its treatment. This study constitutes 

at least one analysis of these conflicts which considers them in their full 

scope. 



CHAPTER TI 

BACKGROUND: ICELAND PRE-1950 

· ·rceland before llidependence (1944) 

'Ihe history of Iceland as a modern republic began on June 17, 1944, 

when Iceland declared her independence from Denmark. The roots of the Anglo

Icelandic Fisheries Disputes, however, go much further back. 

Iceland has always been a barren land devoid of aJmost all natural 

resources. . This condition long ago forced the Icelanders to turn to the 

sea to survive. 'Ihe waters around .Iceland have' enabl<;d .,J:celanders to make 
. .•. ~ t 

their island :inhabitable due to the richness of the demersal fish which 

feed on the Icelandic Fishing Banks. The Icelanaic fishing fleet is the 

main reason that country's per capita income level ranks among the nighest 

in the world. 

Since becoming independent, Iceland has been faced with the problems 

of conducting the affairs of a modern nation with a population of less than 

250,000 people. Iceland has also been faced with the introduction of modem 

ccm:nunications and transportation that have made this North Atlantic island 

nation easily acessible when once its remoteness provided its defense. The 

twin thems of providing for the national security and preserving the means 

of economic survival, fishing, have occupied the Icelandic goverrnnent's 

attention since its inception. 

3 



Fisheries and Tr>ade 

Several events pre-dating formation of the Republic of Iceland in 

1944 had significant bearing on the course of the .Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries 

Disputes. Among these were the Anglo-DantBh Convention of 1901, the develop

m<:Jnt of Anglo-Icelandic trade, and British fishing patterns on the Icelandic 

Fishing Banks. 

Prior to independence, Denmark controlled Iceland's foreign affairs 

and foreign trade. 'Ibis source of il:Ti tation was a ma.j or reason for Iceland's 

declaration of independence. 'Jhe Anglo-Danish Convention of 1901 was among 

the most resented of all Danish acts affecting Iceland.1 This treaty set 

a three mile limit for the teITitorial ti,aters and opened bays and fjords to 

foreign fishing. The abrogation of this treaty would be one of the first 

objectives of the new Icelandic goverrnnent. 

Hans Andersen, the legal advisor to the Icelandic Foreign Ministry 

who fonnulated much of the Icelandic position on the law of the sea, asserted 

that the consequences of the 1901 Anglo-Danish Convention were unduly harsh 

on Iceland. Andersen explained that large steam trawlers appeared at 

that time and that several nations built up deep sea trawling fleets for 

the sole purpose of fishing the Icelandic area. 2 He demonstrated statistic

ally that the fish stocks had been heavily damaged by resultant overfishing 

and that only deereased fish harvests during the two world wars prevented 

the decimation of the fish stocks.3 

Andersen also advanced a historical argument : before Denmark and 

Great Britain forced the Anglo-Danish Convention of 1901 on Iceland, the 

Icelandic Fishing Banks had been protected from foreign encroachment. 

Iceland's fishing limits had ranged f'ran 32 miles in the 1600's and 1700's 

to 4 miles with all bays and fjords closed before tbe .:1901 Convention went 
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into effect. Andersen contended that protection of the Icelandic waters was 

removed when technological advances required it the most. 4 Iceland relied 

on this analysis in the opening fisheries disputes; likewise, the British 

would resort to historical argument as the mai.."lstay of their defense, 

1'he substance of this British argument had long angered Icelanders. 

The British claimed that fishermen of Hull, Gr:!Jnsby, and Fleetwood had 

fished off the coast of Iceland since the 15th century, creating an historical 

right. Great Britain was to use this argument in future cases before the 

International Court of Justice and at the Law of the Sea Conferences. 

Icelanders steadfastly contested these claims or premptive right without 

success; the number of British trawlers in Icelandic waters increased 

. dramatically in the 1930' s and again after World War II. 5 

In conjunctlm with their argument of historical right, the British 

used a second defense, the claim of legal rights to freedom of the high 

seas. 'Ibis claim also had deep historical roots as Great Britain had long 

been one of the major sea powers, for several centuries. The Brii tish in

vol vernent in the law of the sea began as early as the publication of Black's 

Book of the Admiralty in the 1600' s. By the opening of the 20th century, 

Great Britain had persuaded or forced most of the nations of the world to 

accept a three mile territorial limit. As more and more countries accepted 

the tm"ee mile limit, it became the accepted regime. Great Britain, 

viewing the sea as her private domain, looked upon any challenge to the 

stability of this regime as a challenge to her power. Frcm the Icelandic 

point of view, Great Britain was manufacturing these claims of tradition 

where in fact the British had tailored the regime to suit their needs. 

Both analyses have their supporters. They now constitue polar viewpoints 

at the UN Law of the Sea Conferences. 
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The history of trade between Iceland and Great Britain is s:imilarly 

long and often tumultuous. For long periods of time, Denmark funneled all 

trade to and from Iceland through selected Danish merchants. Icelanders 

suffered from this policy, receiving low prices fol'.' their goods and paying 

outrageous prices for essentialS not produced on the island. Shortages 

were cc:mnon and chronic. The Icelanders turned secretly, out of necessity, 

to British traders which in turn brought British fishennen to the rich 

Icelandic Fishing Banks. Icelandic relations with the British were gener

ally productive. 'Ibe British traders, however were not above outright 

piracy and even once murdered the Governor of Iceland attempting to take 

control of the island. Halldor Laxness, Iceland's Nobel prize winning 

poet, was quick to point out this past ruthless behavior on the part of 

the British, when he condenmed them during one of the Cod Wars. 

'Ihe pre-independence relationships of Iceland with Denmark and Great 

Britain with respect to fish, trade, and the law of the sea can be sum- . 

marized as follows: 

Iceland-Denmark. Ties to culture and heritage were strong between the 
two countri-es. Icelanders, though, desired to regain their earlier 
:independent status. Resenting the Anglo-Danish Convention of 1901 and 
the treatment of Icelandic trade during the period before 1900, 
Icelanders believed that Denmark failed to look after their welfare, 
especially in regard to fishing limits and foreign fishingo 

Iceland-Great Brita:in. Icelandic trade with Great Britain was fru.1.t-
ful during both times of restricted and non-restricted trade. Neve~he"-. : 
less Icelanders were fearful of the large British fishing fleet which 
worked the Icelandic Fishing Banks. This fear was exacerbated as 
steam trawlers replaced older fishing boats and the size of the fish 
catch increased. Icelanders felt that Great Britain had abused her 
power by setting territorial limits favorable to her naval and fishing 
:interest. 

Fish Stocks and Technology 

Since the 15th century several nations have fished off the Icelandic 

coast including Great Britain, Norway., Gennany, Belgium, and France. 



Evidence of overfishing, however, did not appear until after World War I. 

This discovery coincided roughly with the introduction of steam trawlers in 

the late 190fl~s:, a development which greatly lncreased fishing ranges and 

catches. 
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Records of fish catches on the Icelandic-Fishing Banks, kept since 

1905, tend to verify Icelandic beliefs that overffs~.ng during the pre-World 

War II years caused injury to the important cod and heITing stocks. These 

records indicate that during the 1930-1934 period an average of 298,000 

metric tons of fish were caught per year on the Icelandic Fishing Banks, 

while during the 1935-1939 period the annual average was only 185,000 metric· 

tons of fish. 6 Because the number of fishing vessels increased and fishing. 

technology improved during this time frame, more effort was expended 1n the 

1935-1939 period for sma:ller-catohea, indicating to Icelandic scientists 

a decline in fish stocks. Iceland was to develop this argument further 

1n later years. 

By the end of World War I, Icelanders had achieved nearly carrplete 

economic specialization. Exports still consist almost totally of fish or 

fish products. Little indigenous industry exists, a condition forcing 

Iceland to rely on imports of most manufactured goods. Th.e island nation 

also imports all of-its petroleum, timber, concrete, and cereal g;t>ains. 

other than fishing, Iceland's only me~ of support is.raising cattle and 

sheep on her poor grassy plains. This economic specialization has had an 

interesting result, the standard of living in Ieeland is a function of the 

world price for fish. 'lhe Icelandic standard of living has risen over time 

but has experienced large fluctuations since 1940. Icelanders, in seeking 

to maintain their high standard of living have been forced to depend on what 

they saw as a rapidly declining supply of fish. 7 



Icelandic goals have thus been two-fold: (1) gaining a larger share 

of the fish., and (2) maintaining or increasing that supply of fish. Icelandic 

officials believed that both of these goals could be achieved by gaining 

control of a larger part of the sea where the fish spawned and were caught . 

Strategic Position 

Had it not been for the airplane, Iceland would never have attained 

strategic value. Rarely did anyone travel to Iceland except for a few 

traders who swapped good3 for fish. Iceland:n'.'s, remote, distant., and secure., 

were for the most part unconcerned and uninvolved in the affairs of Europe. 

What little.contact maintained was for the Pl.l!J)OSe of trading fish. 

World War I did little to dislodge the Icelandic sense of is.elation. 

They were not involved in the war; no one. tried to invade their island; 

and no one wanted bases on it. In fact, the primary effect of the war was 

positive due to the disappearance of the hated foreign fishing fleets. · 

In 1924, the first plane landed at Iceland. 'lhe island soon became 

a popular stop-over point for Europe-America flights. Among the prominent 

aviators landing at Reykj avk were Charles Lindberg al'ld the German aviator 

von Gronau. 8 In 1936, Pan-American Airlaines, the American flag carrier., 

obtained air rights" to Iceland which later lapsed without being used. The 

German government also.became interested in Iceland teaching the Icelanders 

gliding and setting up a system of internal corrmunications by air for the 

country. German scientists conducted meterological and topogr>aphical 

studies of eastern Iceland. Luft-Hansa, the Garman airline, also attempted 

to negotiate air rights in Iceland; ,discussions. foundered in 1939 when 

the Icelandic government decided that because of conditions in Europe., 

no foreign cc:mpany would have aviation rights in Iceland. 

The war in Europe broke out late in 1939. Denmark was invaded on 
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April 9, 1940, necessitating Icelandic control over her external affairs. 

Planes based in Ice~and had the capacity to control many of the convoy routes 

of the North Atlantic. These conditions, coupled with earlier German in

terest in Iceland a"'ld Germany's by then infa.'Tious policy of invading neutral 

countries without warning, promoted the unannounced dispatch of British 

occupation troops to Iceland. 

The British "invasion" was not well recieved. While Icelanders could 

see the purpose and the need for the British troops, they were u.nl=iappy that 

the British had a::r:Tived without warning and without consulting the Icelandic 

government. However, thse feelings were scmewhat offset by Icreland 1 s im

proved econanic situation. Not only was the.""'e a huge demand. hi Great Britain 

for Icelandic fish, but also British forces on Iceland required large amounts 

of previously unemployed labor. Thus despite this initial bitterness, 

relations were generally cordial between the two nations during Britain's 

occupation of Iceland. 

On July 8, 1941, the British troops were replaced by American forces. 

President Roosevelt had, upon the request of Stefan S. Stefansson, the 

Icelandic Foreign Minister, declared Iceland to be crucial to the defense 

of' the Western Hemisphere. 9 The British troops were not replaced until the 

United States hs.d concluded a treaty with Iceland and the Icelandic govern

ment had formally requested the United States to send troops for the defense 

of Iceland. 

The United States-Icelandic Defense Agi:'eement of July 1, 1941, con

tained safeguards for Icelandic sovereignty, benefits which would acrue to 

Iceland, and pledge to remove the American troops upon the termination of 

hostilities in Europe. This last clause was to cause some misunderstanding 

bec~use of different interpretations by the two governments.10 The United 
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States along.with Great Britain further pledged to assist the Icelanders in 

obtaining their greatest dream, securing independence from Denrnark.11 The 

substitution of American troops for British troops had the effect of molifying 

some Al thing (Icelandic parl:iment) meGbers who desired to re1r.ain neutral 

since the United States was still technically a neutral country at that time. 

The war years were good for Iceland; however, some Icelanders still 

wanted to return to the "old days". These Icelanders sought to minimize 

foreign influences and to maintain a pure culture. This conflict between 

those favoring rapid modernization and thOse desiring a-·return to the tradi

tional values is still an intergal part of the ongoing political debate in 

Iceland. 

On June 17, 1944, the Icelandic government servered her state of union 

with Denmark and declared Iceland an independent republic. A non-partisan 

· government coalition led by Prime Minister Bjorn Thordasson was in power 

at that time. The ceremony marking independence was held at Thingvellir, 

the site of the world's oldest parliment and was atten1.ed'·by representatives 

of the United States, Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, Free France, and the 

Soviet Union. lfuordasson called for the Icelandic people to show that they 

were capable of being free and independent both in their relations with 

other countries and in their internal affairs. He acknowledged that Iceland 

was no longer remote but adrnonished_the people not to forget or l0se respect 
12 for their past. 

Iceland: 1944-1949 

Post World War II areas of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes 

were significantly influened by two actions pursued by the Icelandic govern

ment. National security concerns centered on Iceland's joining NATO and 

the island nations negotiation of the subsequent 1?51 Defense Treaty with 
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the United States. Concurrently., Iceland's government sought to strengthen 

its control over fisheries questons through passage of the 1948 Law Concerning 

the Scientific Conservation of.the Continental Shelf Fisheries. 

NA.'ID and Keflavik 

'Ihe end of World War II came soon after Icelandic independence. The 

island's new government was soon placed in the position of having to r.1ake 

har.d. decisions on Iceland's future and fate. Of paramount :importance was 

the United States government's 1945 request for long term bases in Iceland. 

During the war years few Icelanders were as far-sighted as Bjarni 

Benediktsson.,. future Foreign Minister for the Independence Party. Benedi.1{:t;sson 

wrote in 1943., "the Defense Agl'.'eement of 1941 with the United States marks 

the end of Iceland's neutrality and ushers in a new era wherein Iceland 

will be forced to chose betweeen competing blocks of world powers. n13 
The 

debate over the allowance of U.S. bases was the source of major disagreement 

whithin the government and caused the coalition led by Olafur Thors to fall 

in 1946. Debate centered on many Icelander's. desire to preserve their 

cultural purity: and political neutrality; after much discussion and the 

exhibition of heated emotions the Icelandic government allowed the United 

States to station "technicians" at Kenavik to service planes flying to 

Gennany. Troops were not viewed fav.o:t»_arri1 and the goverrnnent insisted that 

the United States withdraw them as spe.cified in the 1941 Def'ens~ .Agreement. 

Even at this early point., fish and the British were linked to the 

.American presence in Iceland. Jonas Jonsson, a former Progressive Party 

leader., argued in a 1946 pamphlet that Iceland should give the United States 

bases in exchan.ge for duty free export of its fish to the United States, or 

in lieu the~eo~, rent for the bases equal to the duty charged on Icelandic 

fish. 14 He contended that Iceland could not exist without the close 
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cooperation of the "Anglo-Saxon powers" because the bulk of Iceland's trade 

was with the United States and the United Kingdom and only those two countries 

could keep the sea lanes to Iceland open. 

Great Britain actively sought to help the United States secure bases 

in Iceland. On October 1., 1946., in a letter made public in both Reykjavik 

and London., the British governnent informed Iceland that a "bad :impression" 

would be created if Iceland refused to grant the United States the facilities 

to enable her to maintain the necessary camnunications with Germany. 15 

'Ille question of American bases in Iceland gradually disappeared as 

Iceland joined NATO in 1949 and accepted U.S. presence at Kenavik ln the 

1951 Defense Agreement with the United states •. The Cammunist offered a 

consistent pro-Soviet position of defense matters and represented the only 

substantial disagreement to these two actions. 

'Ille United States had worked diligently to secure bases in Iceland • 

.Ambassador Hickerson., one of the drafters of the NATO Treaty and former 

head of the State Department's European Affairs Section emphasized, "Iceland 

was crucial to NATO and to the defense of the norhtern approaches to the 

United States. 016 The main reasons for the Icelandic goverr:n:nent's acquies

cence to American desires was the assurance that no foreign troops would be 

stationed in Iceland.during peace time, and the persuasion of Denmark and 

Norway with whom the Icelanders felt strong cultural bonds. Soviet activities. 

in Eastern Europe and the warlike enviroment created by the Korean conflict 

also stimulated the Icelandic decision to join NATO and sign a defense pact 

with the United States. 

1948 law Concerning the Scientific Conservation 
of the Continental Shelf Fisheries 

Iceland's other major foreign policy activity during this pericd (1944-

1949) was more closely related to the fisheries disputes. Iceland began to 
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take steps to expand her fishing 1:imits and to.inorease the Icelandic per

centage of fish caught in the waters off her coast. 

.13 

'!he Truman Proclamations of 1945 Concerning the Seabed and Coastal 

Flsherles provided the initiative. · Tnc Procla'n,at1on~ in ·which the United 

States claimed rights to the continental shelf and certa,jn fish beyond the 

traditional three mile limit., is generally considered the beg;lnning of the 

breakdown of the three mile standard. 17 Iceland mimicked that approach in 

her legislation. The resultant 1948Iaw Concerning the Scientific Conser

vation of the Continental Shelf Fisheries did not provide any imnediate 

changes in the Icelandic three mile territorial limit but served as the 

basis for later action. 18 

At the same t:irne, Icelandic officials actively attempted to change 

the law of the sea through international forums. In 1949, Iceland I s repre

senati ve succeeded in having the United Nations charge the International 

Law Ccmnission with including the regime of the territorial sea as one of 

the priority items of study. The Icelandic motion was passed over the 

objections of the United States and Great Britain. Despite this success,. 

Iceland's government refused to trust its resources to the outcome of pending 

international debate. 

International victories notwithstanding, the crux of Iceland's efforts 

depended upon the exercise of sovereignty. Certainly reason for doing so 

existed. Conservation issues raised before the International Council for 

the Exploration of the Sea., forerurmer of the North-East Atlantic Fisheries 

Commission, yielded a 1946 Council proposal for a ten year closur.e of the 

important Faxa Bay nursery grounds to fishing. 19 Iceland's push to conclude. 

an agreement was stymied by Britain's last minute refusal to participate 

in the necessary conference. Having lost faith in international efforts 



and viewing British intentions cynically, Iceland sought the solution of 

her problmes in the enforecement of the 1948 conservation measure. 

14 
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CHA?'IER III 

THE .ANGLO-ICELANDIC FISHERIES DISPUTE 

1950-1956 

Initial Moves 

Iceland initiated steps in 1950 to extend the fishing limits on 

part of her north-eastern coast to four miles., the f:!.shing limit which 

had been in effect before the 1901 Convention •. 'Ihl.s action was taken to 

ward off perceived threats to :important fishery nursery grounds. Icelandic 

fishery experts felt no alternative measures would be effective. Great 

Britain protested the move but took no formal action., the small area in

cluded having little importance to British fishennen. Iceland at this time 

notified the British government that she was unilaterally abrogating the 

1901 Anglo-Danish Convention. The treaty itself called for a two year 

notice of tennination. 

The Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries ICJ Case of 1951 

The Anglo-Norwegian International Court of Justice (ICJ) case of 1951 

was the model the Icelandic gover.rnnent followed in :implementing their new 

four mile territorial limit. The ICJ had ruled that the Norwegian system 

of drawing straght base lines was legal and an appropriate means of deter

min1.ng territorial l:imits. 1 The British strongly opposed this system of 

measurement because it effectively closed all bays and greatly expanded the 

the area included in a country's territorial w.=iters. Norway had maintained 

a four mile territorial limit for several centuries., a point which Great 
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Britain chose not to conte?t in the ICJ case. Thus, while the· court did 

not rule on the legality of Norway's four mile l:hnit, the ICJ did not object 

and the Br-itish did not question, :in effect tacitly upholding the legality 

of the four mile limit. Th.e Icelandlc governrnent in 19:>2 put into effect 

the same system which tte court had upheld for Norway. 

·Four Mile Territorial L:hnit with a Base·Line System Institued 

Great Britain jmm.ediately protested the Icelandic decision to extend 

her territorial waters. The British Foreign Ministry asked the Icelandic 

government to revert to a three mile 1:hnit and change one of the base lines. 

The British note aclmowledged the importance of coastal fisheries to Iceland 

and the relevance of the .Anglo-Norwegian IDJ. c1.ecision while raising Great 

Britain's claim of historical right to fish the Icelandic FiBhing Banks and 

predicting dire economic consequences for British fishennen. 2 As the British 

. expected, the Icelandic gover.nment rejected the reql.).est. 3 In rejecting .the 

British request, Iceland asserted the essence of its current and future 

positions: the extension was the min:imum protection for the basis of Iceland's 

economic survival, the fish stocks. 4 
.An Icelandic reply to an International 

law Ccmn:i..ssion proposal conveys the tone and substance of the Icelandic 

argument: 

Investigations in Iceland have quite clearly shown that the country rests 
on a platfonn or continental self whose outlines follow those of the 
coast itself, whereupon the depths of the real high seas follow. On 
this platfonn invaluable fishing banks and spawning grounds are found 
upon whose preservation the survival of the Icelandic people depends. 
The country itself is barren and almost all necessities of life have 
to be imported and financed through the export of fisheries products. 
It can be said that the coastal fishing grounds are the·conditio sine 
qua pon of the Icelandic people, for they make the country habitable. 
The Icelandic Government considers itself entitled a11d indeed bound to 
take all necessary steps on a unilateral basis to preserve th~~e 
resources and is doing so as shown by the attached documents. It 
considers that it is unrealistic tbat foreigners can beprevented fra:n 
pumping oil .from the continental shelf but that they cannot in the 
same manner be prevented~ destroying other resources which are 
based on the same sea-bed.5 
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The B.ia'.'itish subsequently boycotted the landing of Icelandic fish at 

Hull, Grimsby, Fleetwood, and other British ports, an action initiated by 

the British Trawler Federation. In meetings with their Icelandic counter

parts intended to end the dispute, the, Federation pressed the histor:'v:al 

right argument as well as contending that they·would suffer sever economic 

losses. These meetings brought no solution. The·Tcelandic government held 

the British government accountable for the boycott of Icelandic fish, while 

the British government continued to accuse Iceland of illegally extending 

her territorial limits. 

The Anglo-Norwegian ICJ decision gave Great Britairilittlesolid legal 

ground to persue her claims. The British government instead placed its 

relaince on economic pressures generated by the boycott activities of the 

British Trawler Federation and sympa;tbizing unions. The Icelandic govern

ment declared the.t it did not consider the Trawler Federation competent to 

· discuss matters of international law and urged the Br1 tish government to 

order the lifting of the ban on landing Icelandic fish. 6 The government 

of Iceland contended that the Britioo boycott was a vi<lllation of the free 

trade rules of GATr and the Organization for European Economic Cooperation 

(OEEC). The British responded by announcing that if Iceland would rescind 

her four mile fish .. :.tng limit, an agreement, conserving the f'ish could be 

reached. 

It is interesting to note Great Britain I s behaviour toward Norway 

under similar circumstances. The British government in the case of Norway 

followed the policy of the United States and paid the fines of her fisher

men who were arrested for fishing i..n. the contested waters. 7 The United 

States had found it cheaper to maintain her legal position by paying fines 

than by fighting or boycotting the other country. The difference in the 

British manner of behaving toward Norway and actions directed against 
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. 
Iceland become more interesti~.g in the later Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries 

Disputes when Great Britain se~t frigates into the disputed waters. 

After the Fa.xa Bay fatlure with the North-F .. ast Atlantic Fisheri.es 

Comm1ssion due to Great Britain1 s refusal to PB.3:'ticipate in an international 

conference, there was little sentiment in Iceland that the British were 

serious about anything but stalling. Indeed, there is no evidence of any 

British proposal which would have allayed Icelandic fears about overfishing. 

·The ·Boycott Backfires 

'Ihe British boycott had the undesired effect of pushing Iceland into 

waiting arms of the Soviet Union. The Soviets. offered Iceland a bilateral 

agreement to buy all the fish formerly marketed in Britain, in return for 

Icelandic purchases of petroleum., timber, and concrete from the Soviet Union. 8 

The resulting agreement substantially improved the prestige of the Soviet 

Union and the Conmunist Party in Iceland while severely undercutting American 

and British hopes for a united and strongly-anticonmunist North Atlantic 

front. 'Ihe improved Icelandic-Soviet relations contributed to Iceland 1 s 

1956 request for major revisions in the 1951 U.S.-Icelandic Defense Agreement. 

'Ihe boycott proved economically imprudent for Britain as well. The 

initial "success" of the British boycott resulted prima-rily fran the fact 

that Iceland possessed few fish processing facilities and nonnally exported 

much of her catch to Britain for processing. Inevitably, the boycott stimu

lated the expansion of processing facilities in Iceland reducing her depen

dence upon British facilities and depriving British processors of Icelandic 

fish. 

· Effects of the Icelaridic Extension upon British Fish Catches 

While British fish catches in 1952 were slightly below the 1951 figures, 
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the 1953 British catch on the Icelandic Fishing Banks surged to one and a 

half times their 1951 catch, strengthening Icelandic opinion that the British 

had "cried wold" at no real inj.ures. 'I.be size of the British catch also 

substant:Lated the ar-6 ITTents of Icelanders who claimed th::rt more stdngent 

measures were required to reduce the size of the fish catch on the Icelandic 

Fishing Banks. 

In light of the impressive 1953 catch which repudiated Br-itish argu

ments of economic harm, it is difficult to understand why an agreement 

ending the British-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute was not concluded until 

1956. Doubtless., non-economic factors played an important role both in 

delaying a peaceful resolution of the problem and eventually bringing it 

to an end. 

Agreement to End the Dispute 

Little actual economic harm was done to either-:nationduring the course 

of the first Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute. While Icelandic fish were 

being boycotted at British ports., Iceland was trading with the Soviet Union 

on favorable terms. While British fish catches were slightly reduced at 

first., they soon surpassed former levels. On econmic ground alone neither 

side had anything tQ, gain by making concessions, nor was there any f or-ce 

driving them to make a settlement. 

M. Gerand Bauer of Switzerland,. ·who had begun to mediate a settle

ment to the dispute in September of 1954 under the auspices of the Organiza

tion for European Economic Coo:~eration, was instrumental in bringing both 

sides to agreement. 9 'I.be resulting agreement allowed a regulated amount 

of Icelandic fish to be la:aded at British ports, and provided for British 

acceptance of Iceland's four mile territorial limit with the stipulation 

that acceptance did not :imply actual recognition of the Icelandic territorial 



l:imit. 

The agreement was to continue for ten years with a provision for a 
10 . . . 

review after two years. The settlement also called for no new extensions. 

of territorial watE'l'S or fish:i.1"1.g limits to be mrtde until after the United 

Nations considered the International law Commiss~on's report on the law of 

the sea. Since neither side was forced to make rnaj or concessions such an 

agreement could easily have been reach.ed much earlier. 

Two possihle reasons for the conDict' s settlement: Great Bl:>itain 

was maneuvering for a legal position in the upcoming international· corlferenee 

on the law of the sea which the International Law Comnission had proposed· 

and the United States felt increasing pressure on the question of the Keflavik· 

base due to the upc~ election campaign in Iceland. Both concerns required 

the loose ends of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute to be cleared up 

to prevent possible complications t0 what the United States and Great Britain 

considered more important matters. 



CHAP'IB,B IV 

1956-1957: T'rlE INTER.Illl YEARS 

Prepa:t'ations for the Law of the Sea Conference 

Activity prior to and during 1956 relating to the extension of the 

territorial sea was :in full swing :in preparation for the upcaning UN I.aw 

of the Sea Conference. 'lhe Soviet Union had long maintained a twelve mile 

territorial limit and the Soviet block. countries vigorously supported an 

international twelve mile limit. Several South .American countries, including 

Peru and Chile, were beginn:ing to cla:im limits out to two hundred miles. 

The newly created state of Israel had declared a six mile Um.it, and the 

.Arab countries were moving in the direction of a twelve mile limit. In the 

United States and Canada discussions of some sort of compromise consisting 

of six miles territorial sea and a further six mile contiguous zone were 

taking place. Even before the Geneva Law of the Sea Conference began, the 

move toward sane extension of the territorial sea/contiguous zone was al

ready evident. Iceland and Great Britain would be on opposite sides of 

that movement. 

1956 u.s.-Icelandic Defense Agreement 

'lhe other major event of this period which is of :interest to the 

Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes was the 1956 Defense Agreement between 

the United States and Iceland. Early in 1956, the Icelandic government had 

begun the process of terminating the 1951 Defense Agreement with the United 

States. 

21 
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Icelandic politics have always been volatile, with the Independence 

(Conservative) Party consistently taking a pro-Western stance and the Com

munist Party talcing a pro-Soviet stance in matters of foreign policy. The 

other two parties, the Social Democrats and the Progres::,ives, tend to oscll

late between the positions of their compatriots: The primary issue of the 

election campaign of 1956 in Iceland was the course of U.S.-Icelandic rela

ttons. The results produced large gains for the Independence Party which 

had campaigned on a pro-NA'ID platform. 'Ibey garnered 42.4% .. of the vote 

giving the Independence Party close to a majority in the Althing)being only 

three votes Wiley fran controlli;rig that body. In spite of the dominant posi

tion of that party, the other three parties formed a leftist coalition ex

cluding the Independence Party frcm power. All three parties of the governing 

coalition had pledged during the 1956 election to seek sane type of altera

tion in the 1951 Defense Agreement with the United States. 

Even so, the 1956 election in Iceland has been interpreted as a vote 

in favor of the Keflavik base, its economic benefits, and the concerns of 

NATO's other Scandinavian members, Norway and Denmark.1 Although pledged 

to seek an alteration in the U.S. Defense Treaty, coalition members dis

agreed·. on the proper- extent of change. Issues were further complicated 

by the lack of public support for shifts in Keflavik's status. 

The NA'ID Council released a ~ous resolution"on August 3, 1956, 

which stated that the presence of the .American Defense Force was crucial 

to the security of the whole North Atlantic area. This statement had a pro

found effect on the members of the Progressive and Social Democratic Parties 

who had earlier been lead to believe that the Keflavik base was not vital 

to the Western defense effort. 2 'Ih~ NA'ID action gave them the opportunity 

to fall 1Jack somewbat from th~ir previous position without losing face. 3 
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:he Hungarian Revolt 

The Soviet invasion of Hungary dispelled much of the remaining doubt 

surrounding the usefulness of an American presence. Extremely repressive 

Soviet actions during the Hungarian Revolution had the side effect of thor-

ow_rhly discrediting thE: IceJ.aJ1dic Crnmunist Party. The political quer~t.ion 

changed from that of asking how best to reduce the U.S. hold on Keflavik to 

one of how to extract benefits. Donald Nuechterlain iri Iceland: The Reluctant 

Ally describes the Icelandic attitude in December of 1956 in this fashlion: 

"Most Icelanders were convinced the U.S. Defense Force would remain in Iceland 

indefinitely; the question being what price the United States had agreed to 

pay. n4 

'Ihe resulting agreement with the United States essentially reaffirmed 

the nature of U.S. activities on the island. It provided for the continua

tion of the U.S. Defense Force with few modifications, effectively removing 

.American use of Keflavik from Iceland's foreign policy debates until the 

1970's. 

Suez 

'Ihe British in 1956 suffered a major foreign policy defeat when they 

attempted to se:!.ze the Suez Canal from Egypt. James Christopher in the 
, .. ., 

"Suez Crisis" concludes that it became painfully evident ~er the,Sti.e.z .Crisis 

to Britons that in foreign policy their country I:ad reached the point where 

its leaders found it almost impossible to launch an operation disapproved 

by its major ally, the United States. 5 'Ihe effect of Great Britain's Suez 

disaster and the intertwined nature of British and American foreign policies 

partially accounts for future actions on the part of both countries toward 

Iceland. 6 



CHAPTER V 

COD WAR I: 1958-1961 

Failure of the 1958 Geneva Law of the Sea Conference 

The f'ailure of the 1958 Geneva Law of the Sea Conference to produce an 

agreement on territorial limits led to Iceland's decision to unilaterally 

extend her tertl.torial.water,s to twelve miles. Iceland unsuccessfully sought 

this extension at the Geneva Conference, which in spite of significant inter

national support did not materalize. 

The report of the International Law Commission in 1956 shows some 

justification for the Icelandic action. In that report the Commission recog

nized that the il:itemational practice with regard to territorial limits was 

not unifonn but that international law did not pennit the expansion of a 

nation's territorial sea beyond twelve miles.1 IJ:he report further noted 

that states with a three mile limit often did not recognize greaters limits 

for other countries. Having made this observation, the Canrnission recan

mended an international conference to fix acceptable limits. 

The 1958 Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea produced a line-up 

of comtries which fonned opposite sides in this and future conferences. 

Great Britain was by far the most hesitant of the traditional seaf'aring 

nations to budge on the issue of the tl't'ee mile limit. Canada pushed for 

a twelve mile contiguous zone or fishing l:imi ts. The United states advanced 

a compromise plan with a six mile territorial limit and a six mile contiguous 

zone but with provisions for nations which had historically fished in an 

24 
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area to have continued rights -to do so. This clause was added to gain British 

support. Of the· numerous proposals put forward only the American and Canadian 

proposals gained majority support; neither however gained the two-thirds 

support necessary for acceptance. The failure to approve one of the two 

resolutions resulted not from a lack of support for an extension of the ter

ritorial sea but from disagreement over the form that' extension should take. 

The conference adjourned without reaching an agreement, but preparations 

were ma.de to hold a second conference on the law of the sea. 11his second 

conference would be an :important factor in the first Cod War. Iceland in 

particular would try to win her case at that forum. 

Tceland Armounces 12-Mile Territorial Limit 

'!he Icelandic twelve mile limit was announced on June 30, 1958, and 

was scheduled to go into effect on September 1., 1958. The anhounced exten

sion brought imnediate protest by GrPat Britain, France, West Germany., the 

Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway. The Soviet Union on the other hand called 

the Icelandic expansion of territorial waters totally lawful. 2 Opposition 

nevertheless was not of uniform strenth, as the reactions of Norway and . 

Denmark indicate. While these two countries protested the Icelandic decision, 

they also statea. tha't.they were going to look into similar extensions to 

protect their own fishermen.3 

The chain reaction which the British had so feared was beginning to 

occur even before the Icelandic territorial waters were increased. The 

predaninate distant-water fishing grounds of British fishermen being 

Grand Banks (Ca:.--iada)., Greenland (Denmark)., Iceland, Faroe Islands (Denmark)., 

Spitzenberg (Norway), and Bear Ismnd (Norway), a fear developed within the 

British: government that all of thelr distant-water fishing grounds were 

being closed off. 
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The Icelandic government believed British arguments that only a three 

mile limit were lE?.galJ..Y· ~?,efensible' .,especially since '.Britain had voted for 

the .American proposal at Geneva to extend territorial limits to six miles 

and to form a conti.zuou3 zone of an additional sb: mi}_es. Icelanders tended 

to sec themselves as thG vanguard of a movement th<-·!.t would give coastal 

states control of the sea around them; in their minds there was nothing 

illegal about seeking this objective. 

'Farly British Press: Prooosals and Reactions 
', 

The responsiblJ1e British press such as the ·Times (London) and the 

Economist, during the time between the Icelandic government's announcement 

and the date the new twelve mile limit went into effect, urged restraint 

on the part of the British government~ The responsible press put forth 

several proposals. Believing that previous British actions (bans on the 

landing of Icelandic fish) had pushed Iceland into reliance on the · Soviet 

Union, the Economist and the Times advocated that NATO and/or the OEEC 

should be engaged to negotiate a fair settlement. As part of such a settle

ment, they contended that Iceland's economy must be developed to reduce 

Icelandic dependence on fish. To this end, the responsible press felt that 

Great Britain must be prep?red to make tangible concessions. Most irnpor-
·, 

tantlY, they urged the British government not to engage in gunboat diplomacy. 5 

This segment of an Econanisteditorial appearing on June 7, 1958, before the 

Cod War began, is illustrative of the last point: "Nothing would do more 

harm to the British case in the eyes of the world than the sight of a peevish 

Britannia bullying a tiny ally. 116 

· British Government: Early Proposals 

The British government made two compromise proposals to Iceland before 
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September 1., 1958., both of which were rejected. 'Ihese proposals were both 

regarded as public relations ploys. One was designed to force Iceland into 

admitting that they sought more than conservation and the other offered little 

prospect of agreement on what constitued a safe level of fishing. 7 The 

proposals were rejected by the Icelandic government and strengthened their 

belief that the Second Law of the Sea Conference was the place to achieve 

their objective., clear and undisputed control of the sea around Iceland. 

Status of the Icelandic Fish.Stocks 

A short description of the status of the Icelandic fish stocks will 

help explain some of the motives behind the Icelandic decision to increase 

her territorial limit to twelve miles. 97% of Iceland's _exports in 1957 

were fish. 'Ihe Icelandic fish catch in 1957 was off almost 20% from the 

previous year, this decrease having a devestating effect on -the Icelandic 

economy •. Such fluctuations in the fish catch were not unusual in Iceland., 

but in the same year the British cod catch from .the Icelandic Fishing Banks 

rose more than 10%. 8 Icelanders were quick to point out th-'3.t over 25% of 

their economy was directly dependent on fish while only 1% of Great Britain's 

was so grounded; further1 only a fraction of Britain's fleet was dependent on 

the Icelandic waters.. 
' ·t_ ~ 

Icelanders were also concerned about falling cat~ rates which indicated 

a decline in the fish stocks.9 'Ibey believed, as they did during the first 

fishing dispute with Great Britain, that the Icelandic Fishing Banks were 

over-worked and that catch levels were maintained only by great increases 

in the number of _fishing vessels and fishing time. Icelandic op:mion could 

foreBee the time when there would be no fish and held that Great Britain 

should be willing to make a small sacrifice on a matter of such great impor

tance to an ally whose economic future depended on saving the fish stocks. 



· ·cod War I Begins: September 1., 1958 

On September 1, 1958, the day the twelve mile Icelandic territorial 

limit went into effect, one hundred British trawlers in three packs known 
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as Spearmln:'c, · Bntterscotch, a11d 11affee Apple, supported by Royal Navy frigates 

(implausibly described as fisheries protection vessels) left British ports. 

This force crossed the twelve mile line into the now contested Icelandic 

waters on September 2, 

The exercise of superior· force by Great Britain was regarded by many 

observers as one of the worst cases of intemtional bullying since World 

War Ir. 10 In any event., the British exercise of power in this manner re

presented more than was demanded by the situation. The ·Econcmist editorial 

of September 6., 1958., called to voices of moderation within the British 

government. This passage is ta.ken from that editorial: 

"The British decision to send trawlers over the twelve mile line was 
not unjustifiable. A gesture to make it clear that Iceland's move is 
not accepted., and has no legal basis, was in the interest of. all European 
nations that fish in deep waters. But were three trawler fleets and a 
fishery protection squadron needed to make a point of principles?--rceland 
may well be right that it will be a difficult job to protect British 
trawlers fishing inside the twelve mile l:imits for an indefinite period. 
Certainly the British case has not gained much in world opinion fyan the 
show of force. On such an issue Great Britain would not now a days be 
prepared to invite an armed els.sh with a great power like say Russia. To 
wag the bi2 stick at small friends looks like propping up our amour-
propre. "11'"' · 

'Ihat Great Britain made this overwhelming show of force against the defenseless 
•. 

island nation while not even protesting the Soviet Union's twelve mile 1:imit 

· only infuriated Iceland. 

The passage from the Economist also illustrated two of the three 

strategies that Iceland undertook to win the so called Cod War. These two 

_strategies were to wear downthe British by making it tmprofitable to fish 

inside the twelve mile limit) and to win the support of world opinion. The 



third strategy Iceland pursued has already been mentioned, gain:ipg approval 

of the twelve mile limit at the· Second Law of the· Sea Conference scheduled 

to be held in 1960. 

Iceland ts first respor1ses to the British "invasion11 appeared before 

international forums. Irrmediately after the British frigates entered the 

newly declared Icelandic territorial waters, Iceland's Fore_ign Minister, 

Gudmundur Gudmunsson protested the British action to the U.N. Secreta.ry

Genera1.12 Iceland's Thor Th01"'S at the.United Nations described British 

conduct in this way: "Swarms of British trawlers have scraJ?ped the bottcm 

of th~ sea aJ.most up to the door of our poor fishermen.nl3 Iceland also 

protested British act.ions at the NA'ID Council. The Council hastily backed 

away from the issue, ta.king the matter under advisement but not to the extent 

that fonnal solutions were sought. 

Cod War I Continues 

On the heme front, Iceland's war of attrition was largely successful. 

Numerous attempts to board British trawlers and arrest the crews were made, 

usually in the dead of night. The Icela:rulic gunboats cut trawls, .fired 

blank shot across the. bows of trawlers and in general made life difficult 

for the English. As the war of nerves intensified, the Icelandic authorities 

deployed seven gunboats inside the nprotecti ve :fishing bqx~s" guarded by 

the Royal Navy. 

Iceland claimed victory in the fact that 95% of Icelandic waters were 
I 

free of foreign fishing boats and that the ones still in Icelandic waters 

were catching few fish. IJhe British. Admiralty denied that Iceland had 

achieved any sort of victory. This claim was however, soon contradicted 

when the British Trawler Federation requested more protection due to what 

· they called "the st:iff'~ning of Icelandic attitudes" .14 
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The real test of the ~ffectiveness of the Icelandic effort is depi.cted 

in the· cod catches of Iceland and Great Britain. The British cod catch in 

the waters off Iceland decreased 25% in 1958 from 1957 and continued to 

decrease during the course of the C ':1 War. l5 Icelandic cod catches increased 

by approximatley the amounts that the British catches dropped. 

Icelandic efforts on the· public opinion front did not diminish as the 

Cod War continued. Iceland made progress in gaining sympathy, particularly. 

in the Nordic Countries, the United States., and Canada. Inside Great Britain 

both sides canpeted in the public relations struggle. 

The Econanist was the site of a heated exchange between the Brit:i,sh 

Trawler Federation and the Icelandic embassy in London. The exchange in

volved Sir Farmadle Phillips, head of the British Trawler Federation and 

Hannes Jonsson of the Icelandic embassy. Philli;is presented an emotional 

argument alleging dire economic hardsliips for British fishermen if the 

twelve mile limit stayed in effect. He urged the British government to 

take stronger action to preserve the legal rights of British fishermen. 

Harmes Jonsson responded by pointing out what the Icelandic government 

believed were several of Phillips' misinterpretations or misconceptions. 

Jonsson cone luded by charging the British trawler owners with submitting 

fallacious statements to the press .16 The Icelandic government further 

presented its position with a booklet distributed in Great Britain 

under the none too subtle title, British Aggression in Icelandic Waters. 

British newspapers and journals can be divided into two groups., the 

first of which has alr~ady been referred to as the responsible press. The 

second group will be tenned the sensationalist press. The sensationalist 

press was led by the Daily Mail whose 11best 11 exclusive scare story told of 

a cormnunist plot to unite Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands in a 
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neutralist North Atlantic block. 17 Iceland's Fishery Minister, Ludvik 

Josepsson's membership in the· Icelandic Communist Pary was the cause of most 

of these rumours. 'lhe sensationalist press articles usually urged the British 

eove:r.:'.l.,:mt to actively fight the Icelandic infringement of British rig,.11ts 

and international law. They were full of stories · of the plight of British 

fishennen .anq pictures of encounters between British trawlers and Icelandic 

gunboats. 

'lhe Icelandic press responded to these stories by charging the British 

with piscine :imperialism and virutal piracy. One Icelandic paper went as 

far as printing a picture of Quee..'1. Elizabeth captioned: "Her Majesty the 

Thief". 

The responsible press1 the. Times, the Manchester Guardian, the Economist, 

the Observer, and the Royal Institue of International Affairs' World Today, 

did not condone the Icelandic extension' of te:rTitorial limits. They did 

however recognize the value of Iceland to NATO. The responsible press was 

also aware of the precarious nature of the Icelandic econany;,and the tenuous 
' . . 

nature of the Britishcpntentibn.that a three mile limit was the only recog

nized limit was susceptible to serious challenge. In light of these acknow

ledgements, the responsibl~ press advocated moderation, compranise and nego

tiated settlement. 'lheir favorite approach was a regional conference to 

set te:rTitorial limits, but even in this proposal the responsible press 

realized that Iceland coua1d not be a minority of one and that Great Britain 

would sooner or later be forced to make real concessions. 18 As the conflict 

dragged on, proposals conced:ing· ,the twelve mile limit in exchange for long.:. 

term guarantees of holding that ·li.mit became mo~ popular. 19 

One of the comments of the Ecoriomist's co:rTespondent in Reykjavik is 

enlightening. He stated , "It may be easier for the· Goverrment to send the 
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navy to- Iceland (with the whole-hear.bed apppoval of the Labour Party, whose 

constituents are involved) thah to help Fleetwood modernize· its trawlers. 

But the argument ·do~s not impress th~- Icelan~rs. n·2o 

Newer bo:.,-ts, with the latest technology were not as dependent on having 

to fish close to the shore. 1J.'he newer trawlers could e;o farther, stay out 

longer, and hold more fish~1 'Ih~ probl~ was that th~ boats in Britain's 

East Coast ports were old and Iceland was one of the few places accessible 

to their technological attributes. 22 This was a public policy problem · 

because as the other large scale fishing nations such as Japan and the 

Soviet Union were subsidizing the construction of new and technically modern 

fishing fleets, the British neet was obsolescing. The British simply had 

no choice in the short run other than fishing in fertile waters, close to . 
shore, and relatively near home; Iceland became a target by default. 

'Ibe actions of the citizens of both countries do not speak well for 

the conmon man. Icelanders rioted in front of the British embassy, nurlirig .. · 

stones through the building's windows. In Great Britain,. local fishermen 

threatened to defend themselves against the Icelandic Coast Guard with knives, 

axes, hot irons, and boiling water hoses. The British trawlers began playing 

a dangerous game, ramrrµ.ng the much smaller Icelandic Coast Guard vessels; 

the Icelandic Coast Guard-began to fire in response. The conflict on both 

sides had become seriously overheated. 

Icelandic Relations with.the 0oviet·union and the United·states 

Ice.landic relations with the Soviet Union improved after the reversal 

caused by the Hungarian Revolution, due to Soviet support for the Icelandic 

twelve mi.le limit. The Soviet Union was one of the leading proponents of 

the twelve inile territorial sea at the first two conferences on the law of 

the sea. Already one of Iceland's leading trade partners, the USSR also 
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. . 
provided an alternative to dependence on the British. At the height of the 

cold war the allied powers woITied that any gain for the Soviet Union was 

a loss for NATO. In this type of zero-sum game, NA'ID was losing. . as the 

Soviet presence in Iceland beca'Ile more entrenched. Conflict was on the 

horizon, though, as the Soviet Union was rapidly becoming one of the pre

dominat¢ fishing nations in the North Atlantic. Clashes between Soviet 

and Icelandic interest was inescapable. 

The United States was involved in two ways with Icelandic foreign 

policy. First, the Keflavik base was to have -.?ne of its periodic flare-ups, 

an incident involving .American personnel which angered Icelandic citizens. 

The Icelandic, goverrment asked for the removal of the Commander of the 

American Defense Force as a sign of their displeasure with the incident.22 

The .American government's agreement to take this embarassing step defused 

the question of Keflavik for the time being. 

The United States was also involved in the Law of the Sea Conferences, 

having introduced the, six mile territorial limits and six mile contiguous 

zone concept. The .American proposal allowed fo:"." continued fishing in the 

contiguous zone for those nations which had historically fished that area 

in the five years pr:!.Qf to the Conference's agreement. 'Ihe U.S. proposal 

was one of Iceland's greatest fears. Icelanders called it, "the six plus 
23 

six minus six proposal". 

Actions taken by the United States during Cod War I were influenced 

by the desire to protect the base at Keflavik and l!Bintain its bargaining 

position at the law of the Sea Conferences. · Originally, the United States 

had also sought to avoid · ·a. British .settlement which .appeareq_ to 

favor the Canmunist Party in Iceland. 'Ibis consideration disappeared when 

a new coalition government took power which did not include the Conmunists. 
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While the new Icelandic governing coalition lackeQ. the. C0111tnunist, the-ir 
~", ,: 

.first action was to announce a continuation of the previous goverrment's 

policy with regard to the Cod War. 'lhus American fears about Keflavik were 

sc.~ewhat quelled but British probl:sms wlth the Coc1 \far remained. 

Second Law of the Sea Conference (1960) 

The Second Law of the Sea Conference held also in Geneva provided the 

break which cooled both British and Icelandic tempers. The British govern

ment in a gesture of good will announced a voluntary withdrawal from the 

contested Icelandic waters until the second Qeneva conference was concluded. 24 

The area of confrontation between the British and Icelanders now moved to 

Geneva. 

Four main proposals were :presented at the Second Law of the Sea 

Conference: 

1. The .American proposal of six. miles territorial l:imi ts and six ·miles 
contiguous zone but with rights to fish for countries who had his
torically fished an area. This proposal was supported by Great 
Britain. 

2. The Canadian proposal of six miles territorial l::imits and six miles 
contiguous zone with exclusive rights to fish by the coastal state. 

3. 'Ille Afro-Asian-Mexican-Venezuelan-Soviet proposal which stated that 
a state could set any combination of territorial and contiguous 
zones up to twelve miles. 

4. The Icelandic proposal which called for states overwhelmingly depen
dent on fishing to have priority over the fish in its areas adj a.cent 
to her territorial limits to the extent necessary. 

'Ihe Afro-Asian-Mexican-Venezuelan-Soviet proposal was def'eated in com

mittee. ·'lhe United States and Canadian proposals were merged together ·w;:i.th 

the compromise that historic fishing rights would end after a ten year period 

passed in comnittee. The Icelandic proposal passed in cailmittee. The American

Canadian proposal and the Icelandic proposal went forward to the plenary 



session of the Second Law of the Sea Conference. 

The OO!!lllittee vote on the Icelandic proposal ( 31 in favor, 11 against, 

and 46 absentions) can be interp:rieted as a vote of sympathy for Iceland in 

view. of its subsequent lop-sided defeat in the plenary session. The 

Mexicans offered a new propooal in that session, calling for twelve mile 

fisheries limits :inmediately and another conference. to fix territorial limits. 

T.his proposal which had Soviet support was defeated. Iceland had introduced 

an amendment to the .American-Canadian proposal which would have effectively 

reduced it to the original Canadian proposal by abolishing foreign fishing 

rig."1-:lts in the waters of states overwheJ.:mingly dependent on fisheries; Iceland 

however tabled this motion without consideration by the forum in deference 

to the Mexican proposal. 

The British representative, John Hare, the Minister·of Agr,iculture, 

Food, and Fisheries, who had earlier taken the position that even the ten 

year period of foreign fishing rights would cause problems for British 

fishennen., now proposed to Iceland submitting the ten year rule as it 

applied to Iceland's contiguous zone to an mipartial arbitrator. He can

mi tted the British government to supporting the arbitrator's decision if 

Iceland would. Iceland refused that proposal. '!he U.S. -Canadian proposal 

fell short of obtaini:cg the necessary two-thirds majority by one vote: 

Iceland's. 

British capitualation or stronger concessions to Iceland would pro

bably have secured Iceland's vote and fixed the territorial sea at a six 

mile limit and the contiguous zone at twelve miles with ten years of his

torical rights fishing. 'Ihus to sane degree the fisher:i,es dispute between 

Iceland a.ng: Great Britain was responsible for the failure of the Second Law 

of the Sea Conference tcr reach an agreement. 
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Great Britain and Iceland Reach an Agreement 

It is ironic that Great Briain made these very concessions to Iceland 

less than a year later on February 27, 1961. The agreement settling the 

conflict allowed limited fising by British vesoels in the six to tweJ.Ye mile 

area for a period of th1:'ee years . rrhe agreement also allowed Iceland to 

redraw one of her base line and committed Iceland and Great Britain to refer 

any future dispute to the International Court of Justice. The W;st Germans 

were a party to this agreement. 

The settlement was met with sane disapproval in Iceland because of the 

provision to send future disputes to the ICJ· and because it did not irrmedi

ate]y rid Icelandic waters of the British trawlers. In Great Britain, the 

British Trawler Federation and associated unions were unhappy with the 

settlement and organized a boycott against landing Icelandic fish for a 

short period of time. 

During the earlier truce period, Iceland had responded to the British 

gesture of removing the Royal Navy frigates and fishing trawlers by dropping 

the charges of poaching against 300 British boats. 25 This action helped 

smooth feelings and put the negotiations on a more congenial footing. 26 

Norway and Denmark Extend Territorial Limits 

The decisions of Norway and Denmark to extend their territorial l:imits 

were greeted· unfavorably by Great Britain. Before the Icelandic situation 

was settled., Norway made an agreement with the British which was patterned 

after the .American-Canadian proposal of the Second Law of the Sea Conference 

and granted Gr.eat Britain limited fishing rights inside the new twelve mile 

zone for a period of ten years. The Danish agreement with Great Britain, 

concluded after the Icelandic settlement1 did not allow the British to fish 

inside the twelve mile limits after March 12, 1964. While the British 



insisted on a ten year.period; Denmark quickly pointed out that 0:1 

1964, Great Britian would recognized de facto Iceland I s twelve mile 

The Danish government was unwilling to settle for anything less tha;. ~~7 

tcmis granted to Iceland. The chain reaction Britain feaT'ed 1:m2 

place as more and more countries armounced territorial limits grea:;c::· 

than three miles. 

Icelandic Strategy and Perceptions 

Iceland found the lever to favorably resolve the dispute at tl:e ___ --

where she had orig:1J..11.:1lly accused the British of an armed invasion, 

Paul Spaak in his capacity .as NAID Secretary-General brought the t;•:o 

together as the OEEC had done in the first cod dispute. 27 

Domestic pressure on both countries was strong. In.Britain1 s ca~~: 

however., it was not continuous; this is evident from the note which ':?'.-3 

British Foreign Secretary., Lord Home, sent Gudmunsson, the Icela.'1d:.<:: __ _ 

Minister at the Paris NAID meeting informing him that the dispute 

to be settled before the upcoming fishing season. 28 While the British 

Trawler Federation was at time inactive.,rcelandic political parties 

· keep the issue of the fishing dispute in the public eye. This dif'fere:.-. :'=' 

in domestic pres~ure gave the British government more room for conce22::.:~. 

than it did the Icelandic government which politically could not ,.,.~,,.,._., .. "' 

its position. 

Icelandic strategy was well planned and successful. Iceland 

British fishing difficult and costly, reducing the size of Britain I s ~2.".:' ::.:- • 

Iceland was also successful in its attempt to gain support of' world 

to the extent that even countries supporting the British legal posit:ic::: 

condenmed the excesses of their action against Iceland. The results -,-::. 

Second Law of the Sea Conference were mo~e of a :miz.ed picture for ~v~'-"'"' 
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While there was much sentiment in favor of the Icelandic position including 

the support of many powerful nations such as canaaa and the Soviet Union, 

the international a._g;reerrJ:"',nt Iceland sought falied to materialize. Icelandic 

delegates could, howevm', clatm credit for de1·\;atd.1':!.g the American-Canadian 

proposal, a proposal they considered a step backwards. 

The Icelandic government showed more perception than the British 

government, whose delegate.,, <Tohn Hare., announced that in light of the Con

ference's failure to arrive at an agreement the only limit that Great 

Britain would recognize would be a three mile limit. 29 Iceland realizing 

the world had changed knew that countries could be divided into three 

groups: those wanting to' keep :traditional limits with some changes, those 

wanting a twelve mile limit., and those wanting more than twelve miles. 

The conference had shown that the confiict was not over three mile limits 

versus twelve mile limits but over what fonn of twelve mile limits, talking 

about reverting back to only recognizing three mile territorial seas was 

to ignore reality. 



CHAPIBR VI 

THE QUIEr YEARS: 1964-1971 

In 1964, the Britishadopted a twelve mile. fishing limit, thereby 

fonnally laying to rest gromds for conflict with Iceland. 

During the next seven years, however, the forces which had propelled 

the dispute were rekindled. Among the developments of this period were a 

new law of the sea controversy, a change in the function of the Keflavik 

base, a decline in Icelandic fish catches, a change in the economic situa

tion in Iceland, and the failure of the British deep-water fishing fleet 

to modernize or reduce its dependence on the Icelandic Fishing Banks. Fach 

of these developments contributed to renewed conflict. 

Development or a New Regime for the Law of the Sea 

'Ihe development of a new regime for the law of the sea had been stymied 

by the deadlock at the Second Law of the Sea Conference. Between 1964 and 

,1971 more conntries extended their fishing limits or territorial limits to 
.... ,';; 

twelve miles. Also increased was the number of countries claiming l:imits 

past twelve miles, many to two hundred miles. 

'Ihe 1967 speech of Ambassador Parde of Malta at the United Nations 

concerning the use of the resources of the sea is often considered a turning 

point in the development of the law of the sea. 1 Pardo expressed a desire 

for the poor nations to reap sane of the benefits of the exploration of the 

mineral wealth of the seabed. The term "exclusive econcmic zone" became used 

more often as a replacement for the te:rm "contiguous zone" and referred to 
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the exlusive access of a country to the resources of the sea and seabed out 

to a certain distance but without the right to interfere with the free pas

sage of ships and planes. Possible gains from dividing up the profits from 

seabed minerals exclted the poorer countries. The Western countries h8.d. 

begun to actively exploit off-shore oil resources: Great Britain was among 

these Western nations drilling for off-shore oil. 

The forces inducing the First and Second Law of the Sea Conferences, 

largely fishing and strategic interests, combined with the concern for seabed 

resources, produced the need for a third conference. The Ic_elandic govern

ment, which had earlier relied on changes in the law of the sea to s_upport 

its actions, now saw the law of the sea in a state of flux again after a 

period of general agreement on twelve mile limits. 

The ~ipg Role of the Keflavik Base 

Control of the Pmerican base at Keflavik shifted frcm the U.S. Air

force to the U .s. Navy in 1961. Ake Sparring in a 1972 The World 'lbday 

article, "Iceland, Europe, and NATO", traced the change in the function of 

the Keflavik base during the sixties frcm a forward supply base for a 

possible European conflict to a submarine tracking station. This trans

formation is of greate;r> importance than at first appearance, for the role 

of Keflavik had changed frcm being supportive of Europe to being a crucial 

element. of the United States' strategic defense. 2 

In the shallow waters between Iceland and Scotland and Iceland and 

Greenland (attaining a mean depth of only 400 meters and referred to by the 

U.S. Navy as the "Icelandic Barrier"), the United States has installed both 

active and passive listening devices. Based at Keflavik are also P-3 

0-.cion submarine-tracking aircraft. The importance of these facilities is 

empasized by one of the titles of the American cormnander at Keflavik, 
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"Cormnander of the Iceland Barrier Group". 

As a submarine barrier., Iceland is crucial to the United States, not 

simply as a denial of the strategic position to the Soviet Union, because 

fixed sonar instillations Rre more reliable than airborne on2s. 3 In light 

of Iceland's enhanced strategic value in the face of growing Soviet naval 

power., Sparring conluded that neutrality was not a feasible alternative 

for Iceland.4 

Icelandic Fish·Catches Decrease, 
British Fisn Catches Increase 

Icelanders saw the herring catch drop from 770,000 it1etric tons in 

1969 to aJmost nothing in 1971. furing approximately the same time period, 

the Icelandic cod catch declined from 302.,875 metric tons to 250,324 metric 

tons. The British cod catch increased from 125,235 metric tons of cod to 

157,717 metric tons. British cod catches had after initially declining when 

Iceland extended her fishing limits to twelve miles, stabilized and then 

began to increase. The modem fishing equipment which the British trawlers 

did adopt only allowed them to exploit the fishing grounds farther from 

Iceland's coast and did not give them the range or the capacity to find 

new fishing grounds. Thus, British fishermen were in no better position to 

absorb ·anew extension of Icelandic fishing limits than they had been in 

1958. 

Iceland's Econanic Situation 

Iceland's econanic situation had become more volatile after joining 

the European Free Trade Association in 1970. Iceland joined because many 

of her major tractlng partners., Norway., Denrrark., Great Britain, and Portugal, 

were members. Denmark and Great Briain soon became members of the European 
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F.concmic Community. As an EFTA member, Iceland negotiated a preferntial · 

trade agreement with the EEC. The most :iroportant provision, Protocol Six, 

de~t with exports of Icelandic fish to Ccm:nunity members. This provision 

of the EEC-Icelandic Trade Agreement would be later used as a bargaihing 

tool by both Great Britain and Wes:t Germany., having the effect .Jf bringing 

in the Commission of the European Ccm:nunity as a new actor in the Anglo

Icelandic Fisheries Disputes. Future fishing disputes would also play a 

role in the development of the Cornmunity'.s "Corrn:non Fishing Policy". 

\ 
Iceland's econany remained insecure because of continued reliance on 

fish as the main source of inccme. Culturally _xenophobes, Icelanders were 

reluctant to introduce foreign capital and workers necessary to develop the 

country's tremendous bydroelectric and geothennal power.5 The development 

of Iceland's energy resources was vital to the production of energy-inten

sive goods such as aluminum which might free Iceland from its overdependence 

on fish. This peculiar isolationism is further reflected in Iceland's 

refusal to join any organization requiring free movement of labour and 

capital., and in the insistence upon defense agreemt'7::1ts with the United 

States which required· stringent proo.edu.res for isolating U.S. military 

personnel from contact with the Icelandic population. 



CHAPTER VII 

COD WAR II: 1972-1973 

New Icelandic Coalition Assumes Power 

The catalyst of Cod War II was the new governing coalition which went 

into office July 14, 1971, consisting of the Progressive Party, the People's 

Alliance ( Ccmnunist), and the Liberal Left. Of the political leaders who 

played :improtant roles, Olafur Johannessen (Prime Minister) and Einar 

.Agustsson (Foreign Minister) were members of the Progressive Party, while 

Ludvik Josepsson (Minister of Fisheries and Trade) was a member of the 

People's Allaince. In the field of foreign policy, members of the governing 

coaJ.ition were in agreement on two points: the need for expanding Icelandic 

fishing limits and revising the defense agreement with the United States. 

Strong differences existed within the coalition as to degree and methods. 

The new Icelandic goverrment inmediately announced that on September 1., 

1972, Icelandic fishing limits would be e;.tended to fifty miles. Three days 

later on July 20th, the British Ambassador to Iceland delivered an aide

memoire expressing regret that there had been no advance_ warning or consul

tation. The same day, the British Under-Secretary for Foreign and Common

wealth Affairs, Anthony Royals, in an address to the House of Conmons an

nounced British government intentions to refer potential disputes over fish 

with Iceland to the International Court of Justice. 

_ The Icelandic government countered by notifying Great Br>itain that 

it· was abrogating the 1961 Agreement; and hence the &itish government no 
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held recourse to the International Court of Justice. Iceland did however 

suggest that talks on the matter be held. 
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West Germany, a party to the 1961 Agreement, expressd the intention to 

resist the Icelandic fishing linrlt exte:r.t:ton beeasue a third of the West 

German fresh fish catch came from the waters near Iceland. The reaction 

from the Norwegians was similar to that of the Gennans and the British 

but without hostile tone. The Soviets who had supported Iceland in 1958, 

now opposed the extension due to their own fishing and strategic interests. 

Icelandic CamPaign to Win International Acceptance 
of Her New Fishing Limits 

Iceland swirtly began a campaign to win international acceptance of 

her newly annomced fishing limits. The _Icelandic government actively 

pursued this goal in many international forum; among these were the United 

Nations in which preparatory sessions were underway for the Third law of 

the Sea Coni'erence, the North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission, the 

Nordic Council, NATO, and the Council of Europe. Iceland also began to 

lobby for the United States government's support of the island's position. 

Initial Talks between Great Britain and Iceland 

Talks between BrJ.tish and Icelandic representatives were initiated 

in London on November 3, 1971. The British proposed catch limitations as 

an alternative to Iceland's extension of her fishing limits but this 

proposal was rejected·by Iceland as totally unacceptable, leading to the 

talks dissolution. They were renewed in Reykavik on January 3, 1972, but 

again no agr-eement was reached due to the same :impasse. 

The British catch in 1971 had been 207,000 metric tons. British 

:negotiators offered to limit catches to 185,000 metric tons of fish wm,.ch. 

was the average of the British catch in the 1960-1969 period. They also 



were willing to recognize Iceland's special position as a coastal state with 

preferantial rights to coastal fisheries. The British were not however 

willing to let the Icelandic government abrogate the 1961 Agreement. Britain 

was committed to having future disputes handled by the Intern:1tional Court 

of Justice, a method of settlement guaranteed by the 1961 Agreement. 

Differing assesments of the condl;ti,ori of the Icelandic fisheries caused 

another point of contention between the two countries. Icelandic scientists 

asserted that the fisheries were in poor condition and that future fish 

catches would decline unless the depletion of ftsh stocks was immediately 

halted. The British argued that while some conservation measures were needed> 

the fish stocks were in reasonably good shape and Icelandic fears were un

warranted.1 A conflicting report by the North-West Fisheries Commission .' 

added fuel to the arguments of both sides . · The Commission! s report stated 

that the Icelandic cod stocks, while over~shed were not as endangered as 

sane other Atlantic fish stocks. At the same time 
I 
the report noted that 

the fishing effort in the North Atlantic area around Iceland could be re

duced 50% without reducing the catch level. Unfortunately, the report 

supported both the Icelandic and British positions without offering a defin

itive scientific solution. 2 

A new series of talks between Great Britain and Iceland began in late 

February 1972, with the Icelandic issuance of the new fishing regulations 

which would take effect September 1, 1972. Talks were also held between 

Iceland and West Germany. 'lwo different approaches were followed by Great 

Britain and West Germany in their negotiations with Iceland. The British 

continued to seek a compromise while West Gennany decided to take the dispute 

to the International Court of Justice. The Gennans also sought to bargain 

concessions on the Eruopean Economic Conmunity tarriff on Icelandic fish 



in exchange for the Icelandic government's abandonment of the new fishing 

limits. 
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Apparent from the British-Icelandic discussions is that Iceland would 

al.low the Dt>itish a substantJal catch allocation in exch3.ri,,c;e fa!' recop-.,nition 

of her new fishing limits and regulations. Distrust alone stood in the way 

of such an agreement. Austen Laing., Director of the British Trawler Feder

ation., 1held meetings with a representative of the Icelandic Ministry of 

Fisheries in late February 1972., in I.ondon. Items agreed upon included 

the need to set a total sustainable catch. Iaing was ready to accept the 

new fishing limits in return for·gua.ra.ntees on what the British share of 

the agred catch would be. 'Ihe British government was hesitant to go along 

with such an agreement for two reasons: they distrusted Fisheries Minister 

Joseppson who was both a Gorrnnunist and an architect of Iceland's earlier 

territorial waters extension which resl.ll]_ted in Cod War I; and they did not 

want to predjudice their position with respect to fishing limits in either 

the upcoming I.aw of the Sea Conference or EEC entrance negotiations. 

Negotiations continued in London and Reykajavik at the secretarial 

and ministerial level. Icelandic negotiators offered a catch level of 

156.,000 tons (which was below the 185,000 tons sought earlier by the British). 

This catch level was offered in return for the stipulation that the Icelanders 

enjoy- ~xclusive rights in sane areas and that the Icelandic Coast Guard 

have the right to arrest British trawlers in violation of Icelandic regula-: 

tions. These talks foundered for several reasons., among them the British 

desire to avoid weakening their position in the Third Law of the Sea Confer

ence and fears that the new Icelandic regulations would cause the British 

catch to fall below 156,ooo tons. On July 13, 1972., these talks were also 

discontinued. 
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On July 15., 1972., Iceland published a revised set of new fishing 

regulations scheduled to take effect September 1, 1972. These regulations 

had no provisions for foreign fishing; . and in a speech., the Icelandic 

Flsheries Minister Ludvik Josepsson stated that no naval or economic sanc

tions by the Germans, the British., or the European Economic Community would 

sway the Icelandic government from their position. These events :mark the 

failure of diplanacy and the beginning of preparations for Cod War II. 

Preparations for Cod War II 

With the failure of negotiations and diplcmacy both the West German 

and British governments referred the dispute to_ the International Court of 

, Justice. laing of the Br>itish Trawler Federation who had earlier sought 

to achieve an agreement with Iceland gave up his attempts announcing that 

enforcement of the new Icelandic limits would cause the loss of 20 to 30% 

of the deep water fish landings and endanger 100,000 jobs. The Federation 

also ·declared that it ,wouia ,ignorE;toose.limits a:p.d .that .suppp;H:; .tran ·the Royal 

Navy was expected. The British Trawler Federation and allied unions fonned 

the ~P Sea Fishing Industry Conmittee to coordinate actions of all the 

involved groups in Great Britain. The West Gennan High Seas Fishing Feder

ation announced that ft would coordinate policeis with the British Trawler 

Federation. F6ll6YJ:lng .suit .. at the urging of West Germar.,y; the European 

F.concmic Conmunity attached a provision to the EEC-Icelandic Trade Agreement 

making the :implementation of tarriff reducitons on :imports of Icelandic 

fish (Protocol 6) conditional on the settlement of the fisheries dispute. 

Before the International Court of Justice was scheduled to rule on 

the fisheries dispute, a last attempt was made by Iceland to seek acccmna-, : 

dation with Great Britain. Iceland offered several concessions: larger areas 
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for British fishing and a relaxation of rules on vessels size and equipment.3 

British officials responded.that they would wait until the ICJ ruling before 

considering the Icelandic proposal. 

IC.J Interim Decision. 

The International Court of Justice in its interim decision ignored the 

question of its own jurisdiction. 'Ihe Icelandic Foreign Ministry contended 

that the court was unable to hear the case and refused to present an argument_. 

The ICJ stated that it would rule on the jurisdictional question at a later 

date. The interim decision of the gou:r:t was that to canpletely exclude the 

British from fishing in Icelandic waters would cause British fishermen ir- · 

'reparable. balm. The ICJ allowed the British a catch limit of 170,000 metric 

tons and the Gennans a catch of 119,000 metric tons. Jeffery Hart in his 

analysis of the second Cod War argues that this :interim order served to 

harden the negotiating position of the British and West Germans thus inten

sifying rather than helping to resolve the dispute •. 
4 

The new British 

attitude could be observed by looking at British actions on that same day. 

Cod War II 

On August 17, 1972, the day of the ICJ decision, some 60 to 70 British 

trawlers and 10 to 20 West German fishing boats made preparations to set 

sail for Icelandic waters. Many of these vessels had blacked out their names . 

and identification numbers so they could not be identified by the Icelandic 

Coast Guard. Accanpanying the British trawlers were two support vessels, 

a weather ship belonging to the British Ministry of Trade and Industry and 

a ship belonging to the British Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Fisheries. 

Approval of these actions by ·the British government may be inferTed f'ran the 

presence of' these two ships? 



Iceland deployed tm:ee gunboats which later were to be augmented by 

another gunboat, two helicopters, and a small plane. Iceland informed the 

International Court of Justice· that the Icelandic Coast Guard would proceed 

to enforce the fifty mile fishing limi.ts on September 1, 1972. The BritiBh 

and West German governments sent notes to the Icelandic government· stating 

that they were prepared to accept the International Court of Justice I s interim 

decision and that they were prepared to beg:in new talks. The official 

Icelandic spokesman called the notes rude and negative and said that the 

notes were an indication that the British and Germans actually desired no 

further talks. 6 

On. September 1, 1972, Icelandic Prime Minister Johannesson announced 

that the Icelandic Coast Guard would ta.lee the names and numbers of foreign 

fishing vessels violating the new regulations. 7 Upon flying over the newly 

annexed Icelandic waters and seeing the large number of British and German 

trawlers, the Icelandic Fisheries Minister Josepsson emphatically stated 

that the situation could not continue, threatening arrest and confrontation. 

The British Trawler Federation responded by saying that they had received 

assurances frcm the _British govemement that the navy would act in cases 

of serious harrasement or attempted arrest. On September 5th, the trawl 

of the British fishing boat, the Peter Scott, was cut by the Icelandic 

Coast Guard. 'Ihe British government made formal repres.entations and 

threatened formal action. 

Iceland Gains Support for New Fishing Ll.mits 

Iceland began gaining new support for her new fishing limits from the 

manment of :implementation. On September 2, 1972, the Foreign Ministers of 

the Nordic nations issued a statement at the Helsinki meeting of the Nordic 
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Council expressing support for the Icelandic action. On September 7th., Iceland 

reached an agreement with Belgium on catch limits which represented the first 

de facto recognition of the Icelandic fifty mile limit. On September 19., the 

Icelandic government concluded an agreement with Dennark covering the J1'aroe 

IsJ.r.',nds. This agreement allowed Faroese trawlers to fish inside the fifty 

mile zone as. long as they observed Icelandic law and regulations. This 

agreement constitued .further recognition of the new Icelandic fishing limits. 

Several other countries expanded their fishing or territorial limits 

during this 1972-1973 period, including Costa Rica (220 miles)., French 

Guyana ( 80 miles), Gabon (100 miles)., Gambia (50 miles), Ghana (130 miles), 

Iran (50 miles), Madagascar (50 miles) , Mauritania (30 miles) , Morocco 

( 70 miles), Oman (50 miles), Pakistan (50 miles), Benegal ( 122 miles) , 

Tanazania (50 miles), and the Republic of Viet-Nam (50 miles) • The Icelandic 

fishing limit extension to fifty miles was partially responsible for this 

mcmentum toward larger fishing limits or econanic zones. In any case inter.:. 

national opinion was obviously moving in the direction of fishing., economic 

zone, or territorial limits of greater than twelve miles with increasing 

numbers of states unwilling to wait for the Third Law of the Sea Conference 

to meet and reach agreement. 

Cod War II as a Propaganda War 

Cod War II fostered an attempt by both Iceland and Great Britain to 

become more professional in their propaganda campaigns. The British Trawler 

Federation hired Markpress of Switzerland who had worked for Biafra during 

the Nigerian Civil War, while Iceland hired the Whitaker Hunt public rela

tions firm in Great Britain. At the end of 1972, the British Trawler Fed

eration fired Marpress and hired the British firm.,, Charles Barber City, 
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because they alledged that Markpress was trying to propagnadize the Cod War 

like the.Biafran conflict and was still in the "mentality" of cla1ming dozens 

of planes shot down. 8 : _ 

In addition to the propaganda campaign waged by the respective public 

relations firms., the two govemements became di'J'.'l:;ctly involved. The ·British 

govemement printed a ·number of 11Factels" and British Information :Ser.vice· 

' news· bulletins as well as strengthening their press section in Reykjavik;. · · 
. ~ 

the Icelandic government., for its Pa:r;'t; printed exemplary pamphlets explaining . . . 
its position and offered regular press releases.9 'lhe British effort looked 

amatuerish in comparison to Iceland's. lO 'lhe responsible press in Great·· 

Britain noted this propaga.ndic n.a,ture of the C~d War and carmented that this 

aspect was probably as important as :maritime engagement. 

The responsible press in Great Britain cal].ed upon the British govern

ment to reach a settlement with Iceland. The Economist asked Great Britain 

to end the conflict because of Iceland's strategic value to NAT0. 11 The 

Times took an even stronger editorial position saying that "however strong . 
Britain's legal right in the affair., and however, provacative the Icelandic 

actions that there was nothing to be gained by adopting a course of action 

that would be politically disast;rous. 1112 lfue Times further urged G~eat 

Britain to make Iceland a second Malta rather than a second Suez asking 

that Britain if necessary to bear the cost of making an agreement acceptable 

to Iceland. The propaganda component of the second Cod War should be 

considered a victory for Iceland since she was able to create symapthy for 

her plight in Great Britain and elsewhere, while the British were generally 

unsuccessful in finding anyone who supported their actions. 

· Explanation for the British Frigates 

'lhe British deployment of anned warships requires explanation. The 
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British government desired to keep Icelandic gunboats fran cutting the trawls 

of British fishing boats or arresting their crews. British strategy consisted 

of placing a large manuverable ship able to stand being rammed between the 

harrassed Brltish trawler nnd the Icelandic gUi."':lboat. Two types of ships 

are suitable for this purpose: large ocean going tugs and frigates. At no 

time did the British government consider firing upon the Icelandic Coast 

Guard •. 

'Ihe British found themselves in a desparate situation. AJmost all of 

the large ocean going tugs available at the t:ime flew flags of convenience, 

so in the early days of Cod War II even a Liberian tug was sent to the 

Icelandic waters. The number1 of tug--·boats, however, was insufficient to 

adequately perform the job. 'Ihe British government was well ·aware of the 

''bad impression" which would be generated if frigates were sent to Iceland. 

'Ihe British government's problems were canplicated by the uncontrollable 

nature of the skippers of the British trawlers. The skippers discovered 

that in large packs they could chase and ram the much smaller Icelandic 

gunboats which had thus far shown little disposition to do more than.occa

sionally attempt to cut the trawl of a British boat or arrest a straggling 

trawler. In one of the ramming attacks on an Icelandic Coast Guard ship, 
-,-. 

live shells were required to drive the British trawlers away. This incident 
I 

brought Icelandic anger to a higher pitch. 

The British Trawler Federation forced the hands of the British govern

ment when they withdrew fran Icelandic waters on May 17, 1973, cla:iming a 

lack of support fran the British government. 'lhis action left Whitehall 

with an ult:!.matum: send in the Royal Navy and face the inevitable hostile 

reaction· of world opinion and possible threat to NA'IO and Keflavik or admit 

that the Icelanders had been right when they said that it would not be 



economical for the British to fish harrassed by Icelandic gunboats.· Tne 

British Trawler Federation's withdraWF.l,l had constituted de facto recogniti:::-_ 

of the Icelandic fifty mile l:imit, a fact which Great Britain with an eye 

toward the Third Law of the Sea Conference ·was well aware. 1,·Jith th8.t in 

mind and the urging of fishing district MPs:, the British government choose 

the course of least internal resistence. 

The consequences were alni..ost :imnediate. The British trawlers went 

back inside the fifty mile zone protected by Royal Navy frigates. Iceland 

expelled a Br!ttish diplcmat for "security reasons'', and banned British 

planes from landing at Keflavik. Iceland boycotted the Jtme meeting of the 

NA'IO Defense Planning Corrmittee in protest of' the Royal Navy's presenne,. 

On June 12, 1973., Iceland notified the United States of its intentions to 

seek a revision of the 1951 and 1956 Defense .Agreements. Iceland also 

officially protested••the British· action claiming. an a:rmed. B:ritish attack; 

Great Britain charged Iceland with the _same of'f'ense.!ln the NATO Council. 

On September 26., 1973., the British Prime Minister Edward Heath sent 

a message to the Icelandic Prime Minister,Johannesson proposing a truce 

'11hich called for the removal of British frigates and defense tugs and 

vol1.mtary restrictions on British ~ising in exchange for non-interference 

by the Icelandic Coast Guard in the 12-50 mile zone. Johannesson would not 

comnit himself to this proposal s~ing that he would not·:negotiate under 

duress or agree not to enforce Iceland!c law. 

On September 30., 1973 NATO Secretary-General Joseph Luns, who was 

drawn into the second Cod War after Iceland threatened action u'lder Article V 

of the NATO Treaty, met with Prime !Vf..inister Heath in London. It is conjectured 
. . . . D 

that Luns pressured Heath to cane to terms with Iceland for the sake of NATO. 

Hart lists other £'actors which he believes were partially responsible for the 

:forthcoming Brit,ish change of attitude., among which were the changing inter-
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national situation with regards to the law of the sea., a situation which was 

recogriized~v~n by th~ fishing industry in Britain.14 Heath· sent a message 

to Johannesson on October 2, 1973; announcing the withdrawal of the British 

r1.avy and inviting Johannesson to London for talks . 15 JoharJ.Desson responded 

by stating that Iceland would not sever diplomatic-relations with Great Britain 

as had been threatened and that he would accept Heath's invitation to cane 

to London for negotiations. 

An interim agreement was reached in I.Dndon between Heath and.Johannesson 

which established the following points: 

(1) six •.'boxesn, five of which were to be open to British trawlers at 
any given time, (2) three conservation areas to be clesed part of the 
and three nsmall boat" areas to be closed to British fisning all year 
round., (3) no catch limit, but a "basis for agreementn on an estimated 
catch of 130,000 metric tons by British vessels, (4) reduction of the 
British fishing fleet in Icelandic waters by 15 large vessels and 15 
other vessels~ bringing the ma.xinrum allowable number of vessels to 68 
trawlers of more than 180 feet and 71 smaller vessels, with no freezer 
or factory trawlers allowed, (5) a provision for the halting of any 
vessel breaking the terms of the agreement by the Icelandic Coast Guard, 
which would then sumnons a British support ship to help establish the 
facts (any trawler in violation of the agreement was to be removed 
from the list of trawlers allowed in the 12-50 mile zone), ( 6) a term 
for the agreement of tio years without prejudice to the legal rights 
of either government.l 

Iceland's initial offer to the British was better than what they eventually 

settled for. 

'Ihe stumbling block to approval of this agreement was the opposition 

of the Peopl's Alliance (Communist),led by Fisheries Minister Josepsson, 

to anything less than a canplete halt to British fishing in the new Icelandic 

waters. The agreement reached between Heath and Johannesson was leaked to 

the Icelandic Press by the People's Alliance in hopes of killing it. Public 

r eaction, however., was favorable stifling the opposition tf the People's 

Alliance. ·. The Icelandic Parl:iment (Al thing) accepted the Agreement by a 
. . 

vote of 54 to 6 with all members of the People's Alliance voting in favor 
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or the settlement. The ex.piliration of this _agreement would mark the beginning 

of the next Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute. · 

· West · Getman,y 

rI'he failure of' the West German and Icelandic governments to reach an 

agreement blocked the :implementation of Protocol Six of the EEC-Icelandic 

Trade Agreement. 'Ihe West German government felt that the British govern

ment had reneged on their earlier pledge to consult with one another and 

to ta.lee joint action with regard to the Tcelandic situation. With German 

trawlers outside the fifty mile line, Iceland was in no hurry to reach an 

agreement which would allow them fishing rights inside the fifty mile zone. 

Over two years would pass before the two countries reached a settlement and 

then only after Iceland had announced a two hundred mile fishing limit. 



CtffiPTER VIII 

COD WAR III: 1975~1976 

Activity before Juiy 15, 1975 

Although sharply divided over the question of U.S. f(Srces at Keflav'ik., 

Iceland's political parties were united in a pledge to seek a 200-mile fishing 

limit. The government had disolved over the Keflavik issue and the new 

elections resulted in a coalition government consisting of the Independence 

and Progressive Parties who were pro-NA'IO and Keflavik.1 i:rbis coalition which 

took office on August 29, 1974, almost immediately sought to :implement their 

campaign pledge of a 200-mile limit, via the Third UN Law of the Sea Con

ference" (then in progress) and negotiations with affected states such as 

Norway, Great Britain, and West Germ.any. 

The Icelandic decision to extend her fishing limit was to a degree 

precipitated by falling world fish prices and rampant internal inflation. 2 

As Icelandic income fell, the fish catches of Great Britain and West Germ.any 

came to be viewed as the means of increasing or maintaining the Icelandic 

standard of living. A new extension of fishing l:imi~s. was Ice.land believed 

the way to claim exclus:!. ve possession of the entire catch· fran the Icelandic 

Fishing Banks. 

Conservation of fish resources occupied more and more attention of 

Icelandic marine researchers who believed that the fish c.atch in the waters 

around Iceland would irreversibly deplete the fish stocks.3 'l;heY believed 

that the total allowable catch should be 230,000 metric tons. 4 Icelandic 

scientists argued that by reducing the catch to this amount the max:i..rm.ml 

56 
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sustainable yield could be built back up to between 450,000 and 500~000 

metric tons. With the Icelandic cod catch at approximately 238,000 metric 

tons in 1974, the allowable catch left little or no room for foreign fishing 

if Iceland was to rebuild the fish stocks.5 

The total cod catch in 1974 was 374,987 metric tons, of which almost 

the entirety was:·taken by Iceland and Britain (115, 395 metr.ic tons). One 

can easily see how Iceland viewed the British both as a threat to their 

:lnmediate economic condtion and also to the future, which to Iceland meant 

the protection and the rebuilding of the fish stocks. 

The methods of each country for dete:rnrl.ning the state of the cod 

stocks were deemed inadequate or meaningless by each other and by outside 
6 

sources. Because there was no agreed upon biological solution or course 

of action, the problem of overfishing on the Icelandic Fishing Banks had 

to be solved by political rather than technoIT.ogical means. 

Initial Protests 

~e· Icelandic gover.nment announced on July 15, 1975, that a 200-mile 

fishing limit would go into effect on October li,,' 197~, The 200-mile fishing 

limit would affect Great Britain on November 13, 1975., the day the two year 

treaty which ended Cad War II expired. 

Protests were quick in caning. The day after the Icelandic announce

ment., July 16th, West <;}ermany, Great Britain; and the Commission of the 

European Comnunity issued statments of concern with the Iceland decision. 

The West German government which had not yet come to terms with Iceland over 

the previous extension, refused to recognize the 200-mile limit, but expressed 

willingness to resume talks on the question of limits as a whole .7 Similarly, 

the British goverrnnent expressed regret at the Icelandic decision and desired 

to engage in negotiation, judging as a favorable element the willingness of 
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the Icelandic government t6 engage in negotiations. 8· The Corrmission of the 

European Conmunity spokesman;, B. Olivi> expressed disappointment with Iceland's 

decision to take unilateral action in advance of the Third UN law of the Sea 

Conference. The Comm:tssion ncited that IcelaYJ.d' s ac::ion had in no way facil:l

tated implementation of Protocol Six of the EEC-Icelandic Tt:ade Agreement and 

ihdi·cat.ed that "the Icelandic action was likely to predjudice the economic .:.~ :--.: 

actions of several member states, and thus the (1.,ammunity as a whole, g:i'.ven 

the existence of a conmon policy· in the fishing sector. n9 No other action 

was taken at this t:ime by Great Britain, West Germany, or the European 

Conmunity. 

Third United Nations Law of the Sea Co:n.I'erence .. 

. Iceland, active in the preparatory stages of the Third UN law of the 

Sea Conferences, considered the early results of that meeting a substantial 

success. The first session in Caracas revealed that a majority of nations 

supported the concept of a 200-mile exclusive economic zone, pioneered 

by Iceland. The Icelandic position was embodied in a Conference document 

entitled 62.L which Icelandic delegates hoped to have included in the single 

negotiating text being developed. 

Early Icelandic Statements on Extention 
of Fishing Limits 

Icelandic authorities elucidated their positions in a series of speeches 

and address during 1974 and 1975. Ambassador Hans Anderssn, Chainnan of the 

Icelandic Delegation to the Caracas Session of the Third UN Law of the Sea 

Conference made several public statements concerning what Iceland hoped the 

Conference would produce. Among Icelandic hopes were a twelve mile ter

ritorial sea and a 200-mile econanic zone. Andersen argued that it was 

"neither just nor equitable give coastal states sovereignty over only the 
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seabed and its resources but to deny them the right to living resources of 

the superjacent waters. 1110 .In later s~eches before the Conference, Andersen 

stated that the concept of an exclusive econani.c zone and preferential right 

11 had come to mean the same thing. Andersen urged the delegates not to 

succur.-ib to the arguments of countries such as West Germany who were seeld:---? 

to substitue language which would have fettered the concept of an exclusive 

econanic zone :into the same proposals presented :in the 1958 and 1960 I.aw of 

the Sea Conferences. 

The Icelandic Minister of Fisheries, Matthias Bjarnason., at a press 

conference on July 15, 1975, gave the ·Icelandic reasons for announc:ing a 

200-mile fishing limit. Bjarnason's primary contention was that the Ic~landic 

cod stocks had been overfished. His cooments renected research by Icelandic 

scientists which· showed that the current catch levels must be reduced to 

build up the maximum sustainable yield. He repeateGI. the recarmendation of 

Icelandic scientists by arguing that the catch of small cod would have to 

be stopped and prevented, requiring larger openings in the cod-end meshes 

and closing certain fishing areas.12 Bjarnason contended further that 

Icelandic fishmg boats had the capacity to harvest the recarmended yield 

of fish within the 200--mile zone. The final words of the Bjarnason state

ment reveals the intent of the Icelandic position: 
'." J 

"The roam objects of the extension of the fishery jurisdiction are to 
prevent over-exploitation of the fish stocks on the Icelandic Fishing 
Banks, which are already either utilized in full or overfished, and 
to hinder the fishing effort of foreign vessels on the Icelandic Fishing 
Banks. If the Icelanders are to keep up with other nations with living 
standard:;i, their share in the total fisheries on thei Icelandic.Fishing 
Banlcs must :increase. '!he extension is intended to secure optimum 
utilization and

1
:i::ational management of the fish stocks on the Icelandic 

Fishing Banks.n .,;:; 

Einar Agustsson, the Icelandic Foreign Minister, in a speech before 

the UN General Assembly., noted the :same reason that Bj arnason did for the 

e.:11..-t;ension of Iceland's fishing limits to 200--miles. He asserted that the 
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Third UN Iaw of the Sea Conference had been through three sessions without 

reaching an agreement and that several more sessions might be necessary before 

the Conference concluded an agreement. Agustsson' s response to those who 

cr:Ltlzed Icelan<;l for e.eting bef'ore the Conference had made its dec~.s~.e:~ is 

summarized in this passage: 

:!It. has·. been maintained in sane quarters that the Government of Iceland 
should have waited for the completion of the work of the Conference on 
the Law of the Sea and that by acting now the further work of that Con
ference is made more difficult. My Government has emphasized its respect 
for the Conference and it is our conviction that our action, as well as 
any similar action from other states, rather than hinder the lJfk of 
the conference, :will promote its success in the near future." 

The Icelandic Prime Minister, Geir Hallgrimsson., in a radio l::>roa1cast 

to the Icelandic people on October 14., 1975, described. the "long and con

certed struggle" of the Icelandic people in obtaining control of the sea 

which m'3.de Iceland habitable. 15 Hallgrirnsson noted that while he was hopeful 

that ;the Law of the Sea Conference would produce fruitful results, they might 

be long _in caning. The Icelandic fish stocks accordir1g to Hallgrirnsson 

could not af'ford the luxury of waiting. He expressed Iceland's wilingness ·to 

negotiate with other comtires whose interests were involved; he was, however, 

adamant about Iceland doing nothing to canpranise her interests for the sake 

of reaching agreement with another comtry. This excerpt-~ that raclio 

broadcast is indicative of the tone of the Icelandic Prime Minister's 

address: 

"We shall .not enter into any agreements which do not ful}y conform with 
our interest, and we shall either negotiate for full victory., or., if 
such is our fate, fight until victory is ·,;;-on. Whichever the ,outcome 
may be, the people of this country must stand united as one man and be 
ready to suffer a decline in our living conditions which i6struggle 
to reach a long desired objective may mavoidable cause." 

That Hallgrimsson anticipated the use of the Icelandic Coast Guard vessels 
\ 

in obtaining this goal of nru11 and mf-ettered control of the fishing grounds11 

is shown in th:i:s .. statement of his : 
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"There is no doubt that·a heavy burden will be laid on our frontal out
post in the fisheries dispute. Our Coast Guard Service, and its effi
cient personnel, deserve our warmest gratitude for their outstanding 
performance in the struggle· which we have been waging hitherto, and 
all our good wishes are extended to them now when, once again, they are 
charged with the duty of carrying out a dan_gerous task. It is, indeed 
our hope that we can conduct t~7se affairs in such a way that human 
lives will not be endangered. " - · 

Oriee again the parties of the previous Cod Wars were gearing up for .another 

long dispute. West Germany would, however, prove to be the exception this 

time and conclude an agreement with Iceiand soon after the 200-mile fishing 

limits went into effect. · 

West Germany 

'lhe West Gennans, having failed to reach ·an 8.g!'.'eement with Iceland over 

the fifty mile fishing limits which resulted in Cod War II, signed an agreement 

on November 28, 1975 agreeing to a catch limitation and to follow Icelandic 

regulations. 'Ihe West German government did not however agree to recognize 

the legality of the Icelandic extension. The West German catch was reduced 

frc:m 80,000 metric tons to 60,000 metric tons of which only 6,500 tons 

could be dersamal species (cod)~ West Germany pledged to remove the veto 

which she had exercised over the impementation of the EEC-Icelandic Trade 

Agreement (Protocol 6) and to support the Icelandic attempt to have the treaty 
'., 

implemented. The Agreement between Iceland and West Germany was to becc:me 

nullified if this action was not accc:mplished in five-~onths.18 

'!he sore point between Iceland and West Germany had not been German 

naval vessels or West German trawlers fishing in Icelandic waters, but the 

ban on landing Icelandic fish at German ~orts which the Bonn government had 

imposed. 19 The Icelandic government had utilized~ concerted lobbying 

effort against this restrictive trade measure which.they considered illegal. 

The Icelandic Minister of Trade, Olafur Johannesen secured the support of 
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his EBTA counterparts at a m~eting on May 22, 1975, after his speech on the 

need to resist protectionism. 20 The Icelandic government also sought relief 

1n OECD meetings and with GATr, declaring the German ban contrary to the 

basic principles of those two organizations. Ice1Gndic officials tl1J'.'eatened 

to annul tJ:.:eir agreement with the European Economic Community unless the 

the EEC acted quickly to implement Protocol Six, because without the reduc

tion on fish they believed the agreement was totally one-sided. 

The West German government spokesman gave four specific reasons for 

making the agreement w.lth Iceland: (1) the desire to maintain and pranote 

the traditionally good relatinship between the two countries; (2) Iceland's 

importance as a NA'IO partner; (3) Iceland's econanic dependence on fish; 

and ( 4) Iceland's considerable trade deficit in its exchanges with the 

· Federal Republic of Germany. 21 The West German spokesman added: 

nThe Federal Government of Germany is in constant contact with the 
British Government--which is also engaged in a fishing dispute. The 
German Federal Foreign Office expressed the hope that the British
Icelandic confiict could be settled soon in the interest of the 
Atlantic Allinace, adding that the Federal Government was readv at 
any time to lend its .good offices .if either party ·so desired. n22 

Belgium also signed an agreement with Iceland at this time which 

allowed for substantial fishing. Thus, with two of the nations which fished 

in Icelandic waters s+gning agreements for continued fishing, Iceland's hand • .. 

was strengthen in her negotiations with Great Britain. 

Initial British Offers 

'Ihe British government offered to decrease the British catch level 

fran the 130,000 metric tons specified in the 1973 agreement to 110,000 

metric tons> reducing their catch by 15%. Iceland proposed a 50% decrease 

allowing the Br>itish a catch level of 65,000 metric tons. These two figures 

represent the initial bargaining positions of both countries. 
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The British goyernment was prepared to go under 100,000 metric tons 

to 85,000 metric tons if necessary to reach an agreement. Indeed, Roy 

Hattersley, the Foreign Office Minister of State, had expected to split the 

difference between the British and Icelandic figures. 23 Icel&"ldic nep;otia

tors, however, did not see the situation in the same light, contt-1nding 

that the British figure represented an actual increase in the catch per 

trawler since the number of British trawlers had fallen through attrition 

from. 139 to approx:irnately 90. 24 The Icelandic negotiators also pointed out 

that Great Britain had earlier pledged to phase out fishing on the Icelandic 

Fishlng banks, sanething which little progress had been made toward achieving. 

The Icelandic government, using the higher figures of British scientiste 

for the allowable catch in Icelandic waters, determined that after allowing 

for what Icelandic ·had the capacity to catch, 30 .,000 metric tons remained 

for foreign fishing boats. Thus in Icelandic eyes, the offer of 65,000 metric 

tons was a very "generous" offer. 25 The British government and f'ishennen 

tended to look at the situation differently and saw no reason why Iceland 

should ha~e all the fish. 

Iceland had based her offer on an earlier British agreement with Canada 

in which Great Britain had agreed to reduce its fishing effort• 1n .Oanada by 

40% to 50%. The Icelandic offer of 65,000 metric tons was exactly 50% ·or 

the catch level that had been allowed to Great Britain .:i,n 1974. Arguments in 

Iceland about the British being willing to accorrmodating the larger more 

powerful countries like Canada and the Soviet Union, while bullying a small 
26 

practically defenseless country like Iceland, resurfaced in Iceland. 

-Cod War III Begins 

Iceland began to cut the trawls of British fishing boats on November 15, 

1975. On November 25th) under pressure f:rom. British fishe:rmen, the British 
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government deployed the Royal Navy. In retaliation, Iceland closed its ports 

.~.nd airspaee to British ships and planes. Iceland's Prime Minister Geir 

Hallgr:imsson threatened to break diplanatic relations with Great Britain. 

Iceland brought the matter to th~ December NATO ministerial conference where 

threats were made to close Keflavik and leave NA'ID unless action were taken 

to stop what Iceland termed "unmasked armed violence". 27 

In December two events occured which greatly ar9used Iceland. The 

first was an Icelandic claim to have cut the trawl of the Grimsby trawler, 

Port Vale, while fishing 33 miles fran land. Upon retriving this trawl, the 

Icelandic Coast Guard said that the cod-end meshes had been reduced in size 

by special attachments to the gear closing the mesh to d1mens1ons that were 

illegal according to North-East Atlantic Fisheries Canmission standards by 

which British trawlers were bound. 28 'Ibis incident closely followed the 

November meeting of the NEAFC where Great Brita.in had voted against an 

Icelandie-Norwegian proposal, supported by Belgimn and Denmark,· to enlarge 

the net size of the cod-end meshing to enable small cod to escape. Not 

only did Icelanders Bee Great Britain as opposed to new regulations and 

measures that would help conservation, they also believed that the British 

/ were more that willing to cheat on the existing :rules which Iceland believed 

to be too lax. 29' 

'lhe second incident in December was an Icelandic claim that two tug

boats in the service of the British government attacked and damaged the 

Icelandic Coast Guard vessel "Thor" by ramming it twice at full speed. 

Iceland alleged that this attack occured wit~in Icelandic terr::ttorial·waters 

1.9 miles frcm land. As the rammings and trawl cuttings continued, feelings 

on both sides became highly inflamed. In Iceland, this feeling was wide

spread throughout the entire populatiol); in Great Britain it was prominent 
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only :in the fishing ports, giving Iceland the asymmetrical advantage of a 

narrow course of action. 

· ·European Economic Con'Jmur,uty 

The European Economic Comnunity was heavily involved in the third Cod 

War. Icela-ad had protested the fishing subsid1.es .. of the EEC, con~ending 

that these subsidies coupled with the hight tarriffs imposed on Icelandic 

fish, placed Iceland at a great economic disadvantage. Icelandic Prime 

Minister Geir Hallgr:imssson, in an ::interview with the·Observerdated November 

30, 1975, ::indicated a willingness to negotiate with the European Ccmnunity 

::including Great Brita::in, if a comprehensive agreement concerning ta.rTiffs·~ 

subsidies, and fishing rights would be addressed. Regarding Great Britain, 

Hallgr:imsson said that he, ''was :in no mood to contemplate [an EEC agreement] 

as long as the British navy was :in our waters. 1139 The Carmrl.ssion of the 

European Community, for its part, felt. that far greater pressure could have 

been brought to bear on Iceland if Britain had been prepared to let the 

Ccmnission handle the Cod War, perhaps by co-ordinating an EEC-wide boycott 
31 

of Icelandic fish.· ·· 

'Ihe European Economic Cammunity was placed :in the difficult position 

of having long desired an extensive Conmunity-wide fishing policy and being 

unable to reach 'an accord among member nations concerning an acceptable policy. 

The Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute was contributing to this failure to 

reach an EEC Fishing Policy because as long as the British would not v.ve :in 

to Icela11d; they would not compromise :in the EEC • 'Ihus.· tfie E8C. had ;t'easori ta 

desire a settlement of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute inorder to further 

work on their own fisheries policy. 

Negotiation Attempts 

In early February 1 • the pace of negotiations picked up. Earlier talks 
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between Wilson and Hallgrimsaon produced no results (!1;9.spj_te the widthdrawal 

of the .Royal Navy. Under intense pressure frcm British fishermen and labour 

MPs representing the East Coast com:nunities, the Royal Navy frigates were 

once again deployed, on February 5th, despite Icelandic threats, issuocl th2 

day before to sever diplanatic relations if the frigates returned. Wilson 

had offered Hallgrimsson a British catch level of 28% of whatever the total 

catch ~evel Iceland set. Hallgr::i:msson flatly rejected the offer. The 

Progressive Party led by Justive Minister Olafur Johannessen (Prime Minister 

during the 1972-1973 Cod \iar) and Foreign Minister Einar Agustsson had become 

hostile toward the British in hopes of regaining popular support by making 

their coalition partners, Hallgr::i:msson's Independence Party appear "soft". 32 

This tactic left Hallgr::i:msson few options. On February 6th, Hallgrimsson 

declared that there could be no negotiations while British frigates remained 

in Icelandic waters. 

That day, Great Britian armounced a unilateral decision to cut its 

catch of cod in the disputed waters from 113,000 metric tons to 85,000 metric 

tons and to reduce the authorized number of trawlers from 139 to 105. The 

British had hoped that this offer would strengthen Hallgrimsson's position 

within the Icelandic coalition government and prompt resumption of talks. 

In mid February, NATO Secretary-General Dr. Luns, assuming the role 

of arbitrator., held talks with U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and 

President Ford concerning the fisheries dispute and the Keflavik base. After

wards, Luns obtained the premise of Hallgrimsson to go to London for negotia

tions if Britian withdrew her figates. During a subsequent meeting between 

Luns and British Foreign Secretary James Callahan., a new threat by Hallgr::i:msson 

to sever diplanatic realtions with Britian if the frigates were not recalled 

was armounced. Af'ter a telephone call with Luns., Hallgrimsson retracted the 
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As the frigates left Icelandic waters, Hallgrimsson went to wndon for talks 

with British officials. 

, The negotiations soon deadlocked a-rid proved unsuccessful. 

goverrnnent, again under pressure from the British Trawler Federation and 

fishing port MPs, sent the Royal Navy frigates back into Icelandic waters. 

The Icelandic government on February 19, 1976, officially broke diplcmatic 

relations with Great Britain, the first time two NA'IO allies have done so.34 

The situation remained at a standstill for several months, due in part to 

the natural lull in the fishing cycle. 

'lhe Law of the Sea Conference in New York greatly strengthened Iceland 1s 

negotiating position. There was-no longer any doubt that a 200-mile exclusive 

econanic zone would soon be recognized international law. 'lhe United States 

in May 1976 declared a 200-mile exclusive economic zone, effective March 1, 

1977. Canada and Norway soon made s:imilar announcements. The only items 

holding up a Law of the Sea Conference agreement on a 200-rnile exclusive 

economic zone were unrelated to fishing, a fact which Iceland exploited fully 

in explaining her position.35 

Great Britain's involvement in attempting to negotiate the largest 

p0ssible share of the Community's proposed 200-mile exclusive econanic zone 

while having the ."Royal Navy in Iceland's 200-mile zone produced a paradoxical 

situation. 36 This para.do:::: was picked up by the responsible press in Great 

Britain. While not upholding Iceland's position,· the responsible press 

critized British policy toward Iceland as being contradictory and unrealistic. 

These two passages frcm the Guardian and the Economist respectively are repre

sentative of the attitude of the responsible British press: 



Iceland and Great Britain. Irr addition to support for NATO, Genna.n's own 

generous agreement with Iceland allowed German trawlers to fish in Icelandic 

waters was contingent upon implementation of Protocol Six of the EEC-Icelandic 

Trade Agreement. Great Britain was effectively preventing this action by her 

veto within the EEC. 

Shortly after Iceland broke diplomatic reJ.ations with Great Britain on 

February, 19, 1976, the influential German newspapter, 'Die Zeit, on February 

27th., outlined Iceland's role 1n the overall NATO strategy, including the 

new role of controlling the.airspace over which the new Soviet Backfire 

bcraber would operate, fran the Kola Peninsula, against NATO Carrier Task 

Forces. The article suggested that via the Cod War NATO was playing into the . . 

hands of the Soviet Union, the only beneficary from the conflict. 'Ihe article 

stressed that without Iceland the whole NATO concept would have to be recon

sidered.39 

T.he increasing pressures from NATO., the United States., law of the sea 

developments., the press., the EEC., and European nations caused a reexamination 

by the British goverrment of their policies toward Iceland. Great Britain 

would offer new terms to the Icelandic government in order to reach an agree

ment. 

Oslo .Agreement 

Dr. Luns and the Norwegian government were instrumental in the resump

tion of negotiations after the New York Session of the Third Law of the Sea 

Conference began. These negotiations took pJ.a,ce in Oslo before and after 

the NATO Ministerial Conference held there. ·Anthony Crossland., the new 

British Foreign Secretary, and Einar Agustsson., the Icelandic Foreign Minister., 

were the chief negotiators for the two countries. 
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The 110slo .Agreementtt was signed by Iceland and Great Britian on June 1, 

1976, and was scheduled to run for six months. The agreement allowed 24 

British trawlers to fish in Icelandic waters not closer than 20 miles from 

the coast, closed large areas to British fishing a11.d institued several strin_.;:. 

gent conservation measures. The Oslo .Agreement. allowed the Icelandic Coast 

Guard to stop British fishing boats in violation of the new regulations after 

summoning a British government support vessels to concur on the violation. 

NATO Secretary-General Joseph Luns praised the Oslo Agreement as an 

agreem:;.mt settling a dispute between two NA'ID allies. He 11expressed grati

fication with himself and the alliance for their part in resolving the dis

pute. 1140 He also thanked the Norwegian government for their assistance before, 

after, and during the NATO ministerial meeting in Oslo. 

Anthony Crossland in a press confere'l.ce said that the agreement was 

signed "in the context of the inexorable world-wide movement toward a 200-: 

mile limit, a voice from which Britain and the EEC cannot long rer.Jein ex

empt. n41 Crossland further camnented that the British government would ask 

the EEC to undertake negotiations for fishing rights with Iceland as soon as 

possible. 

With the conclill?ion of an Anglo-Icelandic agr~em~nt, the Camnission 

of the European Comnunity invoked Protocol Six of the EEC-Icelandic Trade 

Agreement. The European Carmunity's announcement of a 200~le exclusive 

economic zone effective January 1, 1977, removed the possibility of a future 

Cod War between Great Britain and Iceland. Further,, the United States, 

the Soviet Union, Norway, and Canada have instituted 200-mile exclusive 

econcmic zones marking the first time all the countries in the region have 

had corrmon fishing limits. 



· ·Aftermath 

A ban on landing Icelandic cod remained in effect briefly in the Ea.st 

Coast ports of Hull, Grimsby, and ·Fleetwood as union members refused to un

load Icelandic fish in protest of the Icelandic victory. This ba~ lastec 

until November 3, 1977; when in a meeting of fishing interests, Grimsby . 

trawler owners, who favored a continued ban, were out voted by other fishing 

in~erests who wanted the supply of fresh fish renewed to prevent unemployment 

:In the fish processing plants. The British Fishing Federation ccmnented 

that rem.oval of the ban would be a "kick in the teeth for British fishermen 
. ~2 

although it appreciated the processors' concerns.· 

The British Minister of Agr>iculture, Food, and Fisheries, John Silkens, 

began making speeches reminiscent of earlier Icelandic statements. Silkens 

noted that "if there is no conservation [of fish in EEC waters] now there 

Will be little to share when access arrangements are agreed. 1143 He added, 

11We must ensure that stocks of all fish a.re replenished, that the stocks of 

species which may be taken as bye catches [of industrial fishing] are not 

thereby damaged and that fumature fish are not ta.ken which if allowed to grow, 

would meet presently unsatisfied demand for human consumption."44 

As a final not_e it should be commented that in 1977, the Icelandic govern

ment institued stringent fishing regulations and catch .limitations for their 

own fishermen who were not all together in agreement with the government's 

policy.451n1e Ministry of Fisheries's actions also closed off large nursery 

areas to any fishing. These moves are indications that Icelandic claims about 

the need for conservation were legitmate Icelandic fears and not simply a 

tactic or a.I'f.'.,11111ent to use against the British. 



CHA.Pl'ER IX 

EEC-ICELANDIC NEGOTIATIONS 

'Ihe European Econanic Community's "Conman Fishing Policy" which was 

begun before Great Bri ta:in became a member of the EEC., had long been a source 

of controversy with in the Camrnuni ty. Recent conflict has been between those 

states with long coast lines and plentiful fish resources (Ireland., Great 

Britain., and Dennark) and those countries with short coast lines or poor 

f'ish resources (France., West Germany, Belgium). Debate in the EEO had cen-

. tered on how large a band each member state would have exclusive control of 

along its coast. 'Ihe EEC had announced its 200-mile econanic zone before 

this problem was solved. 

The announcement by the EEC that it was taking control of a 200-mile 

exclusive econanic zone had two effects on the Anglo-Icelandic relationship: 

it rerrioved the British fran being the appropriate party for Iceland to 

negotiate fishing agreements with and gave Iceland and the EEC equal negor 

tiating status. Mr. Gundelach, the Vice-President of the Ccmnission of the 

Curopean Ccmnunity., went to Reykjavik on November 25., 1976, to work on an 

EEC-Icelandic fishing agreement. A joint communique issued at the close of 

those talks had this statement: 

"Iceland and the EEC have agreed to continue their talks and to negotiate 
an agreement of long duration laying down provisions for cooperation in 
the field of conservation and management of fi~h .stocks : 

The negotiations will also deal with possible reciprocal fishing rights 
in each otheris waters in confonnity with a conservation policy of the 
two parties." 
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Gundelach issued an additional unilateral i"iress release stating that 

he was confident tbat an agreement.could be worked out before January 1, 

Which would enumerate the amount of fish taken in the other's waters. He 

noted that this agreement would cover British fishermen whose fishing 

would soon expire. Gundelach pointed out however the difficulties : 

"It had been clear from the outset that the opening and conduct of 
negotiations with Iceland would be extremely difficult and delicate, 
first because of the recent. history which had left scares, and secondl,.v, 
because in view of the need on both sides to cut down fishfi.ng so as to 
conserve stocks, the Icelandic authorities did not feel there was much 
basis for a reciprocal agreement. As regards the problems .of continued 
fishing by British boats in Icelandic waters after December 1., 1976., 
the Icelandic authoriities considered firstly, that they had already 
prolonged United Kingdom fishing rights beyond What the fish stocks 
could bear, and secondly, tbat it was politically out of the question 
to prolong the Oslo Agreement since this had only been accepted by the 
Icelandic Parliament and people as non-renewable. '!he Camnission 
therefore lmew it would not be easy to achieve its aim of establishing 
a new and··more constructive long-term rel~tionship while finding sane 
solution to the short-term difficulties." 

Another major problem noted by Gundelach was that it would be :impossible 

to negotiate a reciprocal agreement with Iceland until the members of the 

Corrmunity had decided on policy within the new exclusive econanic zone.3 

Gundelach's talks with the Icelandic government yielded no agreement at that 

t1me. 

The negotiations were resumed on June 9, 1977, with Einar Agustsson, 

the Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affaris, Matthias Bjarnason., the Icelandic 

Minister for Fisheries., Frank Judd, representing the Presidency of the EC 

Council, and Finn Olaf Gundelach, representing the Carlmission of the EC. No 

agreement was reached between Iceland and the European Camnunity because 

neither had waters Which were of equal value they were willing to allow the 

other to fish. 4 



CHAPTER X 

THE LAW OF THE SEA AND 'l!EIE ANGLO-ICELANDIC FISHERIES DISPUTES 

A CASE OF NATURAL INTERESTS AND LINKAGE 

Without the difference in Iceland1 s and Britain's respective positions 

on the law of the sea no fisheries disputes would ever have arisen between 

the two countries. Great Britain, with its large navy and distant-water 

.fishing fieet, required narrow territorial waters and fishing ~:lrnits; Iceland, 

with its coastal waters fishing fleet and small coast guard, required wide 

territorial and fishing llmits.1 Ev~n if Ic~land anq Great Britain were 

separated by half a world and did not fish each other's waters, these interests 

would have clashed because both countries entertained designs on changing or 

maintaining the law of the sea to suit their respective needs. The fact that 

Britain's fishing fleet and navy used the waters off Iceland meant that the 

conflict would be not simply a verbal dispute at the law of the sea conferences, 

but would becane a physical contest over control of the rich Icelandic Ftshing 

Ba."lks • 

The first conflict between Iceland and Great Britain took place at the 

United Nations in 1949 when Iceland introduced a motion to include the possi

bility of modifications in the breadth of the territorial sea among the priority 

items of study by the International Law Commission. 2 This motion passed over 

the objections of Great Britain and the United States, then the world's most 

dominant sea powers. An attempt by these two nations to have the motion 

reconsidered received a majority vote but did not reach the two-thirds vote 
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necessary for reconsideration. Great Britain and the United States realized 

opening the question of the territorial sea to international debate could 

only lead to widening the territorial limits they· hoped to maintaJn. To 

Ieeland the motion v,ras simply the f~rst I;tOVe in irr,fJlerr; .. .mting her 1948 Law 

Concerning the Scientific Conservation of the Coastal Fisheries. 

Iceland soon took further moves to :implement this 1948 law. In 1950, 

Iceland closed off an important fisheries nursery ground. In 1952, following. 

the example set in the Anglo-Norwegian ICJ Case of 1951, Iceland instituted 

both the standard Scandinavian Ieagu~ of four mil~s and a bas~ line system. 3 

The first .Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute resulted from the subsequent 

British protest and the British.bans on the landing of Icelandic fish. 

The 1956 Report of the International Law Ccmmission, suggesting a con

ference to fon:nally detennine the law of the sea, obviated British opposition 

to a four mile limit thereby hastening settlement of the first dispute, since 

Great Britain intended to consolidate support for a six mile territorial 

l:i.mit--six mile contiguous zone in the scheduled conference.4 In the resulting 

settlement, Iceland and Great Britain agreed to maintain their limits until 

after the Law of the Sea Conference, and that the settlement would not con

stitute recognition of'the Icelandic four mile limit, only British acceptance 

of it. 

Instances of linkage can clearly be observed in this first dispute 

between Icelsnd and Britain. The Icelandic government's 1949 motion at the 

United Nations opened international debate on the law of the sea beyond what 

the United States and Britain desired, forcing Great Britain to come to terms 

with Iceland. 5 Thus the future of lcelandic expansion of territorial or fishing 

limits depended upon development of the law of the sea. Further evidence of 

this link can be seen by Iceland's adoption of the base line system and four 
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mile 1:imit established by Norway and af;f:irmed by the ICJ. 

The 1958 Law of the·Sea:Conference :rep.resented an attempt b¥ Iceland to 
. . 

achieve three objectives: (1) an expression of her natural interest for a 

Wide territorial ba>1d, i.e. 12 miles, (.2) an abrogation of her agreement with 

Britain to wait until the conclusion of the.Law of the Sea Conference before 
. . . 

taking further action, and (3} greater support for what Iceland saw as the 

possible conflict with the British over· expansion of her limits to twelve 
. . . 

miles. :Iceland saw the failure of the 1958 Conference to reach an agreement 

as a mixed blessing since the two proposals which. came-the closest to passing> 

the .American proposal which would have allowed the British to fish within 

·six miles of Iceland and the Canadian proposal Which would have given Iceland 

twelve mile fishing limits, represented both what Iceland wanted to achieve 

and ·to oppose. The Conference did however give Iceland the support of enough 

powerful actors and world opinion to go ahead with plans to :implement a twelve 

mile }jmit, an action which led to Cod War I. 

Since Britain was not the only country to fish Icelandic waters> Iceland 

·ravored a twelve mile fishing limit legitimized in an international agreement, 

and supported all such motions at the Second I.aw of the Sea Conference. None 

of these proposals succeeded in securing the necessary two-thirds vote. 

Icelandic oposition to· the .American-Canadian proposal (supported by Great 

Britain) contributed to its failure .to pass by one vote. Passage of any of 

these motions would have resulted in victory for either Iceland or Britain, 

thus the linkage is again clear; an action taken with regard to cha"lges in 

the law of the sea had a direct bearing on the outcane of the Anglo-Icelandic 

Fisheries Disputes. 
. . 

A "reverse". linkage is equally evident. · After· Britain signed an agree-
.. 

ment with Iceland concluding Cod War I, an agreement which granted de facto 
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.. 
recognition to Iceland's twelye mile l:i,mit, Norway and Denmark negotiated 

agreements with. Great Britain on similar te:rms·. In 1964, three· years after 

the settlement with Iceland, Great Britain along with most of Europe declared 

twelve m.i.le fishing limits. '::'r1eref01~ an .Anglo-Icelandic a.greement was likely 

to have the same result as an action taken at the law of the sea conferences. 

The natural interest'of Iceland called for additional increases in 

Icelandic control of the Icelandic 'Fishing Banks as her fishing fleet developed. 

the capacity to harvest more fish. Iceland was thwarted in these desires 

until the clamor of third world nations for a sh'1ll:'e of seabed resources gave 

new life to the drive of Iceland and others seeking larger fishing limits. 

As preparations for the 'Ihird Law of the Sea Conference began, Iceland declared 

a 50 mile fishing limit, which resulted in Cod War II. 'Ihe linkage between 

a development in the law of the sea and the impetus for an Iceland.ic extension 

of fishing limits was again demonstrated. Great Britain and Iceland both 

presented their sides in the preparatory sessions for the ~Third Law of the 

Sea Conference. 'Ihe slow pace of this conference however prevented either 

country from achieving a victory fran a conference agreement. 6 Britain and 

Germany also attempted an alternative tactic when they refereed the dispute 

to the ICJ for arbitration and enforcement of the law of the sea. Iceland's 

refusal to recognize the authority of the court., however, rendered this 

attempt f'utile. 7 

Later developments during the Third I.aw of the Sea Conference gave 

Iceland the support and impetus to institue a 200-:roile fishing 11mit, the 

inmediate cause of Cod War UL The British., in particular, attempted to 

fight a stalling action _against :j:celand., the EEC., and the Third Law of the 

Sea Conference to prevent an agreement on a 2°00-:roile exclusive econanic zone. 

'lhe British were keenly aware that capitulation to Iceland, an EEC agreement, 
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or an agreement in the IJhird To.w of the Sea Conference would have undermined 

their position in the other two areas. In actuality, Britain was forced to 

retreat on all three fronts s:imultttneously due to a growing world and Western 

c1:insensus :1.n fa,vor of a 200-mile exclu:::>iVG economic zone. This consensus 

contributed heavily to Icelandic victory in the Third Cod War., as the ·words 

of .Anthony Crossland., the: British Foreign Minister, pointed but: 

"The Law of the Sea Conference has met· again; and while no final agt'ee
ment. was reached, the· trend toward ·200-m11e limits is now cleary irrever
sible . • . The only alternative to :reaching an agt'eement on the lines 
of the one just concluded 1with Iceland] would have '6een to pursue the 
dispute 'with the certaintly of dangerous escalation'. With the additional 
factor of loss of international goodwill 'as nation after nation accepted 
the principle bf ·200.miles,' Britian's bargaining position with the EEC 
over the Camnon Fisheries Policy would have been seriously-canplicated.8 

Linkage between the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes and the law of 

the sea can be surrmarized as very strong, close and reciprocal. The reason 

for this relationship was that the actions of Iceland and Great Britain were 

reflections of underlying natural interests . Both countries realized fran 

the onset of the conflicts that an,,y action taken with regard to the law of 

the sea or the .Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes quickly affected the other. 

Linkage between the law of the sea and the fisheries disputes had a 

cycli~ nature; each action taken in one area affected the other which ~n turn 

produced new changes lli the first. 9 Ievelopnents in the law of the sea 

supplied the necessary conditions for Iceland to declare eachex:tensi:on of 

her territorial or fishing limits. In each case, both countries tried to 

achieve victory in the Iaw of the sea Conferences and/or the International 
10 · . · 

Court of Justice. The settlement of each of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries 

Disputes contributed to changes in the law of the sea; and in at least two 

of the disputes, 1952-1956 and 1975-1976, deyelopments· in the law of the sea 

aid in achieving settlements favorable to Iceland. 'lhe linkage described 
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will be contrast in the next ehapter with the linkage between the Anglo-. . . 

Icelandic Fisheries Disputes· and Keflavik~ · 



CHAPTER XI· 

LINKAGES: KEFLAVIK AND NA'ro 

Ex.tending control over the rich Icelandic Fishing Ba.rues has, as 

earlier, dorrdnated Icelandic diplanacy since Iceland's independence in 

This work has examined the ~o.;..?celandi.c ~sneries Disputes which result:e: 

:f'ran that objective. An issue consistently arising from discussion of tr..:'..:: 

series of conflicts is what . .affect and what type of linkage developed bet~~-=:-. 

the fisheries disputes and the American-operated NA'ID base at Keflavik. 

events examined so far have given ample reason for assuming that :linkage t'::

tween NATO-Keflavik and the fisheries disputes existed. The strength and 

nature of that linkage will be explored in this chapter. 

The linkage between the Keflavik base and the Anglo-Icelandic Fisherie~ 

Disputes evolved from an initially meagere connection toa:·relat~onship of 

importance for the resolution of the Disputes. As Iceland's strategic im

portance increased so did the :importance of the Keflavik base to NATO, the 

United States, and the fisheries disputes. Iceland's strategic position was 

coveted by both super powers, which made that position an excellent 11bargair.::.~·.:; 

chip" for Iceland at the negotiation table. Iceland, undoubtably, would not 

have achieved the successes that she did in her agreements with Great Britain 

had it not been for the :importance of the Keflavik base. 

The Keflavik base was., in fact, part of Iceland's bargaining position, 
.. 

if implicitly; even from before tne first fisheries dispute. At that t:ime., 

Icelandic politicans and the Icelandic press openly suggested that Iceland 
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gr-ant .. the United States base pri vi1:eges at Kenavik in exchange for tarriff 

concessions on fish. However, due to the good faith in the United States 

and the realization that the ".Anglo-Saxon" powers were necessary to keep the 

sea lanes open to Iceland, Iceland pressed for no such clause in tha etxly 

defense treaties with. the United States. 

'Ihe overriding concern of the late 19·40' s was whether to allow the 

establishment· of the permanent bases that the United States had requested. 

At the conclusion of World War IT, Iceland had asked the United States to 
. - . . 

Withdraw her troops; by 1949, however, influenced by mounting Soviet power in 

Eastern Europe and by the .decision. of Norway and DenmarJr to join NATO, 

Iceland joined NAT0. 1 By 1951 Sovi~t involvent in Korea had so startled Iceland 

that a defense treaty was signed with the United States authorizing the Keflavik 

base. Even so., the issue of NATO and the Keflavik base remained unsettled. 

'Ihe first .Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Dispute (J.950-1956) involved little 

effective or explicit linkage with the Keflavik base, for two major reasons: 

"l.~~e-r".\..~ t.en~~on be'\:.'<teein. '\:.be 'BCNie'c. 'Um.on an,e., 'tne ~ea't C>Ve-r ~e"c, CCIDS01..i

dation of' Eastern Europe in the late l940's and in Korea in the early 1950.'s 

(actions which led to the Icelandic request for the protection of .American 

troops); and the f'act that B:r:>itish action duri.,..,n- th· d" 
~= is ispute was only economic 

in nature., a boycott·of' Icelandic f'ish and did 
., not involve the use or Briti h 

wa:r-ships. ·. However., the potential f'or li ..... ~o~e bet t. s 
N •="""6 ween he two iss 

sheries dispute and NA'ID/Ke . ues., the . 
f'lavik, is reflected in 

fish ban: . despite her fears . the ef.fect of,.the British 
, Iceland was forced t 

and the Soviet Uni o rely upon Soviet markets 
on emerged as one of Iceland's 1 di 

development was loo . ea ng trade Partners. This 
ked upon With. concern by NATO memb 

~ . em . 
. . , the connections betw~~n th~ ~fl . . . 

di avik base., NATO d 
spute were not 11 , an fisheries 

exp ctly :forged during the . 
1950-1956 dispute, Precisely 
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because of Icelandic fears of Soviet intervention; as long as such ·rears out

weighed· economic concerns· the·Keflavik base would remain unthreatened and 

linkage between the base, NATO, and the fisheries disputes would remain weak 
. 2 

arid unsuccessful. 

In 1956., shortly before the outbreak of Cod War I_., Iceland resolved 

to negotiate a new defense treaty with the.United States. A bitter national 

debate occured over whether to allow U.S. troops to rema:in at Keflavik. Only 

the revolution in Hungary-and the Soviet supression of it settled the debate 

on the need for U.S. troops. A::new treaty :including most of the terms the 

United States desired was negotiate in December of-1956. The Communist as 

well as leftist members of the Progressive and Social Democratic Parties had 

voted against the 1956 U.S.-Icelandic Defense Agreement.3 'Ihis significant 

opposition to the Keflavik base under any circumstances was to make later 

threats to Keflavik credible because it would take only a small shift in 

political power to form a coalition that was prepared to ask-the United States 

to leave. British actions during the fisheries disputes nearly achieved this 

result. 

During Cod War I, when Great Britain sent frigates into the newly annexed 

Icelandic waters, the explict l:ink between the Cod War and NATO was formed. 

Iceland irrrnediately protested British action at the NATO Council., calling the 

sending of British frigates in to the disputed waters an armed attack against 

Iceland. Grondall, iri"Iceland, from Neutrality to NATO Membership., asserted 

that Cod War I could have led to Iceland's withdrawal from NAT0. 4 Mediation 

efforts by Paul-Henri Spaak., the NATO Secretary-General., only reaffinned the 

connection between the Cod War and NA'ID by the implication that NATO felt 

obligated to settle the conflict. Even the press was aware of this NATO 

obligation, as the Economist editorial of June 7, 1958, demonstrates: "Paris 
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the headquarters of the North: Atlantic Treaty Organization is the right place 
.. . 6 

to resoJ.ve the dispute." 

Much of the speculation as to the cause of the first Cod War centered 

on Ludvik Josepsson, the Icelandic JV'"iinister of Fisheries, and his m8:nbcr.:~hip 

in the Con:munist Party. The &itish. believed that Josepsson was using the 

fisheries dispute in an attempt to secure Icelandic withdrawal fran NATO. 

This accusation suggested nreverse" linkage, that Icelandic actions during 

the Cod War were designed to provoke the British into taking actions Icelandic 

officials knew would inflame their public against the base. There is sane 

evidence to support the British accusation, thus in any event it is evident 

that both British and Icelandic officials were aware that actions taken during 

the Cod War affected Keflavik and NAT0.6 

A new Icelandic election late in 1959 brought to power a coalition which 

did not include the Canmunist Party. One of the coalition's first actions 

was to armounce a continuation of the previous govemnent ts policy on the 

territorial extension of Icelandic waters. This announcement was indicative 

of two things: that even if the Comnunist Party had attempted to use the Cod 

War to threaten the Keflavik base, Icelandic policy on fisheries was largely 

independent of any one political party, and that Icelanders were beginning 

to view economic concerns as more :important than security concerns. This 

shift is reflected in Iceland's increasing willingness to sacrifice security 

in NATO in order to achieve extensions of fishing limits. 

Cod War II (1972-1973) developed strengthened links between NA'ID, Keflavik 

and the fisheries disputes. During the early stages of the dispute explicit 

linkage between the issues did not appear because the governing coalition 

which assumed power on July 14, 1971 armounced the.twin objectives of extending 

the Icelandic f,ish:lng limits and removing the Americans fran Keflavik~7 Equally 
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corrnni ted to both objectives, the coal1ti.on could not link the achievement of 

one to the achievement of the otner ._ Only later 1n tne Cod War, after re

treating from a serious effort to remove the-U.S. troops, did the Icelandic 

government link the two issues by threateni:ri..g to leave NATO British ships 

did not leave Icelandic waters. This action brought 1n powerful external 

actors which contributed to Iceland achieving more than her initial bargaining 

position. 

Iceland had formally threatened to ask the Americans to leave Keflavik 

when it invoked the six months termination clauses in the 1951 and 1956 Defense 

Agreements .. on·:June. 12., 1973· •. The Icelandic Prime l\lfi:nister Joh.annesson also 

suggested in an interview with the Reykjavk newspaper·Mo~ladid that Iceland 

might reconsider her attitude toward NA'IO in light of the British actions. 8 

Ludvigl-.Jbseps.so'1 of the People's Alliance ( Canmunist) who was again Fisheries 

Minister aroused accusations by the British and by conservative Icelanders 

that he was deliberately blocking a settlement to inflame opinion against · .. 

NATo. 9 Jose~sson denied this charge., cla.1ming that his positions both for 

the 50-mile limit and against NATO were well known and that he needed to do 

no more to further these ends., that the British were doing a fine job without 

his help.IO 

Agustsson., the Icelandic Foreign Minister and a leader of the Progressive 

Pa..rt;y..,stated that while the Progressives wished to remain in NA'ID, the People's 

Alliance was "gaining ground due to NA'I0 1 s inaction."11 He added., nPublic 

opinion will take note of what NA'ID does [with regard to the Cod War J . nl2 

Geir Hallgrimsson., a leader of the staunchly pro-NATO Independence Party., and 

later Prime Minister during Cod War III., canmented: ttThere is a danger that 

public opinion may be beginning to think that since a NATO power used military 



vehicles in a dispute with a NA'ID ally there is no benefit in staying in 

NAT0."13 Linkage to the· Ic~land~rs was cl~ar-th~y, ~ected NATO to defend 

Iceland against the "British.attack", and.if NATO could not find a way to 

keep the British frigates out of Icelandic waters then they saw no reason to 

remain in NATO. 

The Br>i tish considered the threats to Keflavik a bluff on the part of 

Iceland. 'Ibey believed.that Iceland was too dependent on NATO protection 

and money and jobs provided oy tP.e Kefla:vik base to requests its closure. 

While there is sane basis· to the British belief, since the Keflavik base con

tributes between 4% and S% of Iceland's GNP, there is serious doubt as to 
· · · · 14 

whether Iceland was not in fact willing to give up these benefits. 

The official American position during Cod War IT was neutrality, a 
' . 

position the United States adopted in each of the .Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries 

Disputes. The Americans maintained a low profile in Iceland and hoped that 

Secretary-General Joseph Luns would be able to negotiat~ a settlement.15 

As the threat to Keflavik became more imminent 0 even President felt ccmpelled· 

to discuss with Johannessen NATO and the fisheries~dispute. 16 

_The Press, as during the first Cod War, was highly aware of the link 

between Cod War II and NA'ID. This awareness is reflected by such newspaper 

headlines as "The Cod Threat to NATO and "Caught in NATO's Net" •17 With con

stant clashes between the Royal Navy., British trawlers, and the Icelandic 

Coast Guard, attention in the press remained focused on the military aspects 

of the conflict which suggested NATO involvement. 

Western diplcmatic thinking linked the NATO base at Keflavik f'innly 

with Cod War II. Such. speculation is best reflected in this passage which 

appeared in the Washington Post: 

"IrLprivate Western diplanats outside Britain are making clear their 
concern. The canbination of. Icelandic cod aod British frigates, they 
fear will sink Keflavik sooner than later. nlts 



Thus even if the Icelandic_ government denied threatening Keflavik to gain a 

favorable settlement with G~at Britain, th~re was littl~ doubt that the 

involved parties were well aware of the linkage. This can be seen in Great 

Brita5.n's stated reasons for corning to terms ·w:tth Iceland. The British 

Information Service desribed the linkage in this manner: 

11The Prime Minister fEdward Heath] expressed his satisfaction that a 
negotiated interim agreement had been reached, putting an end to 'an 
unhappy and danger~~s situation' which was damaging our relationship 
with a NATO ally." 

If the linkage between Cod War II and the Kefiavik base was at·times 

subtle,·the ;linkage between Cod War III and Keflavik-NA'ID was anything but 

· subtle. The Independence Party once again gained power in the elections of 

1974 and entered into a coalition government with the Progressive Party. 

With all of the parties in Iceland ccmnitted to a 200-mile limit, the election 

had been conducted from a foreign policy standpoint on the issue of NATO and 

the Keflavik base. The Independence Party had taken a strong stand in support 

of NATO and Kenavik in the election and the Progressive Party had taken a 

similar stand although not as supportive as the Independence Party. 

The coalition government forced the linkage into perfectly explicit 

form by openly threatening to withdraw from NATO and te close 'the Kenavik 

base unless NA'ID persuaded Britain to withdraw her frigates frcm Icelandic 

waters. Longworth wrote in European Community: "The ambassadors of the 15 

NATO nations meet in worried conclave in Conference Room One at alliance 

headquarters putting even greater pressure on Great Britain and Iceland to 

reach a settlement. 1120 ·The Econanist, in a report on the Icelandic Ambassador's 

threat to reconsider its membership in NA'ID, stated that even in light of 

the Icelandic government's pro-NA'ID stance threats against Keflavik have to 

be taken serious·ly. 21 · Th~· :Ecori~st took this position because of what it 



called, "the aJmost volcanica:11.y steamed-up state of public opinion" with 

which the Icelandic gov~ri:m~nt had to cont~nd. 22 

The growing recognition of the strategic value of Iceland was one 
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of the reasons for the incre~sing effectiveness of the linkage between the 

two issues. In the· first Anglo-,lcelandic 'Fisheries Dispute, the Keflavik 

base served as a forward base to supply U. s·. troops in Europe. The British 

had seized Iceland once to prevent the country from being used by the enemy, 

and while no one advocated the invasion of Iceland, Iceland could do little 

if the United States or Great Britain foun::l it advantageous to do so. Besides, 

the base was aJmost as useful if Iceland maintained it for possible use than 

if the United States had troops stationed there. 23 By the advent of Cod War I, 

the Keflavik base, although in transition, was still primarily a forward base 

for the United States in the event of a European confrontation with the Soviet 

Union. By the start of Cod War II., however, the Keflavik base had become 

a submarine tracking station and an important part of the United States 

strategic defense. The role of the base has since become even more important. 

During Cod War II, it was recognized that not only had Keflavik's role as a 

submarine tracking station become more important but that Keflavik was essential 

in helping to check Soviet Naval and air expansion into the North Atlantic 

area. 24 It is little wonder that the third Cod War brought Gerald Ford and 

Henry Kissinger in to confer with the British over their course of action 
2,t.. 

toward Iceland. :;; 

The developing importance of the Keflavik base enable Iceland to win 

each of the fisheries disputes. The victories resulted from the involvement 

of higher ranking British_policy makers and powerful outside actors taldng 

an interest in the disputes. The involvement of these actors, not having 

direct ties to the British fishing industry or with Britain's legal position 



in the law of the sea negot:Lai;;ions.) had the ef.fect of countering danestic 

pressure groups whlch_weremore than willing to :risk the Kef'lavik base to 

achieve their goal of blocld..ng the Icelandic extensions. 

00 

The pattern of involvement by powerful British politicans and outside 

actors developed in the same upward pattern as the ·developing importance of 

the base at Keflavik. In the first fisheries dispute ohly the OEEC, low . 

level American diplanats., and middle level British officials were actively 

involved. In the second fisheries dispute (Cod War I) NATO., through the 

personage of Henri-Paul Spaak, as well as higher ranking American and British 

officials including several British ministers became active participants in 

the conflict. In Cod War II, Richard Nixon, the EEC Commission, the NATO 

Secretary-General, and Fiiward Heath all played roles :in the negotiations 

leading to the settlement of the dispute. Cod War III saw the involvement 

of Gerald Ford., Henry Kissinger, Joseph Luns, the EEC Commission, Norway, 

West Germany, Harold Wilson, James Callahan, and Anthony Crossland. 

These powerful political figures and organizations were united on one 

point, that conflict with Icelsind was potentially ha.nnful to Western European 

hannony, i.e. NATO. While the Unted States supported the same position as 

Britain did on the law of' the sea, it saw the Keflavik base as more :important 

tha.'1. fishing concessions to Iceland. The EEC viewed the Anglo-Icelandic 

Fisheries Disputes as an obstacle to its "Conmon Fishing Policy". other 

Eurepean countries such as Norway and Denmark felt close cultural ties with 

Iceland, supported the same fishing policies and most importantly believed 

their own securities threatened by British action against Iceland. 

Thus the Keflavik link can be said to have served Iceland by drawing 

in forces to counterbalance the domestic pressures :in Great Brita:in which 

initially forced the British to take fairly severe action against Iceland. 
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As the base became more ::imQortant and the gravity of the threats increased 

more and more powerful actors were drawn into the· process; :in deference to 

the potential consequences of losing the Keflavik base and Iceland's mem

bership in NNl10, these actorG persuaded or cajoleq. the British goven:1111ent to 

accept Iceland's tenns. 

If the linkage between the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes and the 

law of the sea provided the necessary conditd.ons for Iceland to announce an 

extension of territorial or fisbnl.g limits, the linkage between the disputes 

and NATO/Keflavik provided one of the means by which Iceland was able to bring 

each of the fisheries disputes to a successful and favorable resolution. 



CHAi:TITER XII. 

THE BRITISH: POLICY MAKING AND PERCEPTIONS 

Thus far, more attention has been paid to the Icelandic side of the 

fisheries disputes. This occurence may be traced to the fact that Iceland was 

the initiator of most actions during the conflicts; the British reacted. Beyond 

this fact, the Icelandic goverrnnent was much smaller and had a smaller range 

of options which it could undertake, making Icelandic moves easier to under-· 

stand. How and why the British reacted is equally :important to understanding 

why the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes recurred and why the same results 

occurred. '!his chapter will focus on the role of the British policy making 

process as it affe.cted the disputes and British perceptions of the conflicts. 

Range of British Policy Options 

By definition, Great Britain as one of the world's "great powers" could 

have taken actions toward Iceland ranging from the total destruction of Iceland 

to the settlements of the ... <:l-isputes on Iceland's terms. In reality, British 

options were severely limited by Iceland's NATO membership and the U.S.-Icelandic 

Defense Agreements. Although at no time did the British government consider 

such a drastic step as the invasion of Iceland, such effective measures as 

putting the small number of Icelandic Coast Guard boats out of action were 

denied them by the .American presence at Keflavik.
1 

Thus, British military 

action during the Fisheries Disputes was to consist soley in attempts to inter

pose frigates or large ocean going tugs between Br>itish tra~rlers and attacking 

Icelandic gunboats. The means of economic coericion available to the British 
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government, even though popular with British fishermen, were ineffec:::..~:~ 2·.:. 

produced undesirable side effects. 2 Legal action against Iceland also 

to be ineffective in contrast ~1th Iceland's successes at the law of 

Conferences. rr:.rie possibility of not using eoerclve act:i.on tow:::.rd. 

initially ruled out by the British policy making process which will be 

next topic discussed. 

British Policy Making Process 

'Ihe British bureaucracy haS always been characterized by strict, 

operating practices. These practices lead to delay, problems of coordinat:..-:;'.'"., 

· · i . d and inertia when controversial or non-routine decision making s require · 

'Richard 'Rose in the Poll.ti.cs of Engl.and. writes: 

"In order to carry out any policy requiring positive action by the .. -
ment., those concerned must ca:nmand suf'ficent resources to win what arr::.::-.:::.
ster .once described as 'the whlteha.11 obstacle race' , as well as emergi::-.; 
victorious from intra-party and inter-party struggles elsewhere. Witri.:.:r. 
'Whitehall, a determined minister must secure depannental agreement that a 
proposal is administratively practical :fld gain consent from other depar':
ments that are affected by the policy. 11 

Because British fishing in Icelandic waters was usually a routine matte!', 

and security concerns relating to Iceland were handled through NATO, relatio:ns 

with Iceland were delegated to low level civil servangs at the Ministry of 

.Agriculture, Food, a:1d Fisheries. Any far reaching change, however,· in the 

nature of .Anglo-Icelandic relations involved the interests of at least four 

ministries: Foreign and Canmonwealth Office, Ministry of Defense, ~nistry of 

Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, and the Ministry of Trade and Industry. 

William Wallace in The Foreign Policy Process in Great Britain looks 

briefly at British bilateral relations with Iceland pointing out: 

"No British Minister regards it as being vital to be on terms with his 
Icelandic opposite number, or to insure that his officials are in regular 
contact; no senior o4ficial would regard relations with Iceland as one of 
his top priorities. 11 
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"In London, decisions on policy regarding Iceland rarely rose above depart
mental level, relying upon infonnal

5
consultations among desk officers., 

supervised by heads of department." 

Wallaee also noted that the Foreign and Carnnonwealth's Western Europe Departr 

ment had one desk officer who was responsible for Iceland in addition to the 

other Scandinavian countries. The British embassy in-Iceland was small and 

the personnel stationed there thought their dispatches were ignored. 6 ' 

The Ministry of .Agriculture., Food and Fisheries (AFF), the ministry whose 

interests were initially the most affected., took the lead in preparing and 

presenting proposals for the British response to Iceland's extensions of 

fishing limts. The AFF' s position, defending British interests by all legitmate 

means., derh~es from its role as the sponsoring ministry for the British trawler 

neet. 7 Richard Rose had these camnents on the nature of the Ministry of 

.Agriculture, Food and Fisheries: 

"The Ministry of .Agriculture., Food, and Fisheries is one of the easier 
ministries to administer because of its- centralized pressure groups ... 
The danger of having a well-organized nar.row client group is that the 
minister may becane its captive if its appeal is politically powerful:"8 

The British Trawler Federation., related unions and the East Coast MP's readily 

fit Rose's definition of a "well-organized narrow client group". Rose., Heclo., 

Wallace., and other political observers have fu.ther noted that once a policy 

or action is agreed upon or begun by Whitehall complete reversal is difficult. 

The Ministry of .Agriculture., Food., and Fisheries set the. ~one of the British 

response to Iceland. Other involved ministeries., the Ministry of Trade and 

Industry and the Foreign and Carnnonwealth Office were generally supportive of 

the AFF.9 Only the Ministry of Defense was opposed to the AF.F's policies and 

they did not play a major policy making role •10 

In the begirmingJ the Icelandic challenge to British fishing and legal 

interests was handled by :)-ow level civil servants from· sever:Bll ministl'.'lies. 
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As the threat became more irmlinent, senior civil servants and junior ministers 

became involved in the negotiations. When the level of confrontation between 

the two countries rose to dangerous levels, cabinet 111inisters played active 

roles. Mee'~ings chaired by Foreign and Commonwealth officials were used to 

coordina.te the actions and positions of the various interested departments. 

This Br1 tish method of making policy decisions had two effects: first, 

it made the British negotiating position acceptable to all bureaucratic fac

tions but at the smre time arriving at that position was sometimes a slow and 

tedious process, and secondly, it gave the greatest support to the AFF and the 

FCO's legal ~partment because they had done the most advance work and were 
. . . ' 

clearest in 'their proposals. The British bureacratic system also tended especi-

allY at the lower levels, to avoid maki.ng hard political decisions, preferring 

. to delay for time. As Iceland raised the level of confrontation and was suc

cessful in gaining the intervention of powerful outside actors (i.e. the United 

States and NATO), high ranking cabinet members who had the authority to make 

painful political decisions were forced to trade British fishing interest for 

security concerns. This :1,.nsight goes a long way toward explaining why a nego

tiated settlement to e~ch of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes was not 

reached bef'ore open conf"lict occurred and why the British goverrment, not under 

pressure, could ·not and did not take steps in the North-~t Atlantic Fisheries 

Commission which may have satisfied Iceland.11 

British Perceptions 

Hart concludes his study of Cod War II by saying: 

11The British saw the Cod War pr:ima.rily as an exercise in dipla:nacy and state 
. "''P:izaft, affect'ing fil?.ihly the British reputation-~ ·a· ~at power-., wli:El.e. the 

'Icelanders saw the Cod War as an assertion of their desire to be an econcm
ically viable nation. 1112 
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These differences in interpre~ing the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes which 

Hart talks about have been re:inforced f'ran my discussions with British and 

Icelandic officials. British officials accustaned to compranise and nego

tiation i•;rere confused at Icelandic offers from which Icelandic negotiators would 

not budge.13 The British :unpression of the Icelandic situation andcriticisrn-of 

it is illustrated by this report in the ObServe.r: 

"Mr. Hattersley' s sardonic observation after the talks broke down that cod · 
seemed to have sane special meaning for Iceland has been coldly recieved. 
Fish provide 83% of the incane with which they pay for almost all their 
manufactured goods and Imlch of their food. It is not a mystical reference 
for the cod but a highly practical attachment to money that motivates all 
this stubborn haggling. nlll 

·British perceptions of the state of the law of the sea were equally open 

to criticism. The British Minister of .Agriculture, Food and Fisheries at the 

conclusion of the Second UN Law of the Sea Conference stated that the British 

government, in light of the Conference's failure, would continue its policy of 

only recognizing three mile limits. This annoucement came after the Conference 

had cane within one vote of approving the American-Canadian proposal of six 

miles territorial waters--six mile contiguous zone, a proposal for which Britain 

had voted. Significantly, the majority of the countM-es voting against the 

proposal were holding out for twelve miles. Similarly, during the 1975-1976 

Cod War, Britain chall_enged the Icelandic fisheries limit in· the face of a con

sensus on a 200-mile exclusive econanic zone at the Third Law of the Sea Con

ference and announcements by the United States, Canada, Norway, and the European 

Econanic Ccmnunity of their intentions to declare 200-mile exclusive econanic 

zones. 

Great Britain was, however, correct in her assement that any concession 

made to Iceland would have to be made to Dennark, Norway, and others. The 

British goverrnnent was also correct in assum:lng that the Anglo-Icelandic 



Fisheries Disputes and the negotiations within the Law of the Sea Conferences 

were closely linked. In the later disputes, there was also a strong linlr...age 

between British actions toward Iceland and the development of the European 

Econanic Ccr.nmun1t~r-~s ncom'!lon Fishinr; Poliey11 that the British were keenly 

aware of. 

Further Brit;tsh perceptual problems occurTed in three areas: the economic 

consequences of the Icelandic extension, the influence of domestic pressures 

in Britain and Iceland, and the external consequences of British acti<?ns. The 

British government influenced by the British Tr>aitller Federation consistently 

incorrectly assessed the economic impact of the Icelandic fisheries limit ex

tensions in three ways: over estimating the probable decline in British fish 

catches, over estimating the cost increases to British fish processors, and 

over estimating the cost increases to British consumers. The British govern

ment further failed to consider the fact that as their distant-water fishing 

fleet was decreasing it was becoming more efficent. Even after Iceland's 

third extension (to 50 miles) The Economist reported that British fishennen 

were better off than before as a direct result of higher prices caused by the 

Icelandic extension.15 While the British Tr>awler Federation and their allies 

in the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries had long projected hardships 

for British fishennen as well as the fish loving people of Britain, fears of a 

fish shortage were unfounded. The Economist in 1958 asserted: "Talk of a 'fish 

famine' in Britain is of course nonsense.· Icelandic trawler men can catch the 

fish and sell them here.
16 

In 1977, fish processing interest in Britain awoke 

to this :reasoning and broke ranks with the trawler owners over the boycott of 

Icelandic fish .17 Thus, the British government had a much smaller client gr,oup 

than it believed. This client group was, however, well organized and highly 

vocal. They were supported by the popular or sensationalist press and were 
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able to gain the support of F.ast Coast political leaders. Little opposition 

to British actions came f'rcm the public and the responsible press while urging 

moderation did not truce up a crusade on Iceland 1 s beha.lf. B::'itish internal 

pressue can be swrmed up as favoring a hard line toward Iceland with few , 

dissenting voices. 

If Britain overestimated its own internal dcmestic pressures, they under

estimated internal domestic political constraints in Iceland. The British 

government, having their own tlnivolved population as a model did not realize 

that their every action was examined by the Icelandic public. The newspapers 

in Iceland, organs of' Iceland's political parties, kept the conflicts between 

Iceland and Great Britian stirred up in an effort to focus attention on topics 

other than Iceland's difficult to control econcmy. British negotiators: further 

failed to realize that in Iceland volatile coalition politics, no government 

in Iceland could have met British demands, especially after the British govern

ment took coercive action against Iceland, and retain power. This fact cannot 

be overemphaised. In the words of Richard Longworth, the European diplcmatic 

correspondent for United Press International, "In Iceland, fish equal politics., 

and real concessions to Britain would be political suicide.nl8 

The third major perceptual problem that Britain encountered was assessing 

external reactions. This problem., already discussed at length in the previous 

two c..hapters, occurred primarily because the British goverrnnent considered the 

Fisheries Disputes primarily a matter between Britain and Iceland. With the 

linkages between NATO, Keflavik, the law of the sea and the disputes such was 

definitely not the case. Further, :Western nations and .anganizations tended 

to view any conflict in Europe as disruptive and potentially harmful. Most of 

these actors looked to Great Britain., the more experienced a.rd powerful of the 

two coi.mtires to make the concessions necessary to end the conflicts. 
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'Illis chapter haS shown how rault~ British perception on a number of 

issues has combined with the British policy making process to produce delays 

and the inability to come to an early negotiated settlement with Iceland. 

British tactics during the Fisheries Disputes play a large role in explaining 

Why the British government was continually forced to accept Iceland's terms. 

Those tactics will be one of the subjects of the final chapter1 



CHAPTER XIII 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

'Ihe first question which must be answered about the Anglo-Icelandic 

Fisheries Disputes concerns the propriety of an examination of these conflicts 

as .. 1;1.tmitary event. Four reasons or justifications can be presented to sup

port the decision to treat the Fisheries Disputes in this manner: 

Icelandic extensions based µpon the same law. Each of Iceland's progres
sive extensions of fishing or territorial limits was based on her 1948 
law Concerning the Scientific ConseI'Vation of the Coastal Fisheries. 

Same antagonists and consistently present supporting actors in each dispute. 
Each of Iceland's extensions of fishing or territorial limits resulted in 
a confrontation between Iceland and Great Britain. Other actors involved 
were either supportive of one side or tried' .. ·to mediate a settlement to the 
disputes. 

Identical issues. International law, conservation of fish stocks., economic 
impact., and mill tary concerns were an .intergal part of all four disputes. 

Consistent British response. In all four of Iceland's extensions of limits, 
Great Britian took sane form of coercive action against Iceland, either 
bans on the landing of Icelandic fish or the deployment of the Royal Navy 
in the contested waters or both. 

While it is possible to examine one of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes 

apart frcm the rest., as Jeffery Hart baa done in 'Ihe .Anglo-Icelandic Cod War 

of 1972-1973: A Case Stuqy of a Fisheries Dispute., the role played by the prior 

Fisheries Dispute or the affect of the dispute under consideration on the 

following dispute should not be neglected. 

An answer to the two questions raised at the beginning of this work will 

now be sought: Why were there four fisheries disputes? and why were there 

four consecutive British losses? The discussion thus far has demonstrated 
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that there is not a single•reason but multiple reasons. 

Was it a problem of perception? Certainly, the majority of British 

officials who were involved did not appear to mderstand the constraints of 

the Icelandic c1cmestic political situatj_on, Icelandic fears 2.bout the dec:lrna

tion of the fish stocks, or the · large fluctuations in the Icelandic economy 

caused by chages in catch levels or world fish prices. Neither did Icelandic 

officials fully mderstand British problems, a region with a population much 

larger than Icelandts Whose economy had long been based on fish catches fran 

Icelandic waters, an aging trawler fleet which was unable to adapt to new con

ditions, and a highly organized ·pressure gromd consisting of MPs, unions,. 

trawler owners supported by Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries offi

cals which had little or no comterbalance, considering · the larger national 

interest. 

Was the cause for repetition of these disputes the bureaucratic or policy 

making style of the two nations? The small size of the Icelandic government 

allowed negotiators to confere closely and respond quickly. In the words of 

one Icelandic official, the Ministry of Fisheries and the Ministery of Foreign 

Affairs functioned almost as one ministry. This aame Icelandic government 

was seen by the Bri tisb as having no fonnal operating procedures am. as wrought 

with personality conflicts. Icelandic officials characterized the British 

structure as ponderous. British officials, however, saw themselves as organ

ized with a definedchain of command: after a position was determined all the 

necessary parties were in agreement; Whereas British officials complained that 

an understanding reached with one Icelandic negotiator did not alwc3¥s carry 

over to another. 

Were the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes merely a reflection, a 

symptom of the changing regime governing the law of the sea? British author

ities admit that they did not believe that the 50 or 200 mile l:imits would 
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beccme the law of the sea so quickly; Icelandic authorities will admit that 

they were lucky that the law of •the sea advanced to their position so often. 

'lhere is little doubt when viewing changes in the law of the sea that Iceland 

anticipated most of them while the British lagged behind polarizing their 

positio~s in the I.aw of the Sea Conferences. 

Did dcmestic pressures in Great Britain or Iceland provoke the Fisheries 

Disputes? In Iceland dcmestic pressure forced extensions of the fishing limits 

and increased the difficulties of ccmpranise with Britain. In Britain, danes

tic pressure stirred up the conflict wpen potentiaJ.ly fruitful negotiations 

were taking place and on occasion forced the British government to talce 

action it would have preferred not to have taken.1 

Did the condition of the fish stocks play a role in the mutual demands 

made by Iceland and Great Britain. 'lhe Icelandic government tended to seek 

extensions of fishing limits when the cod or other fish stocks showed signs 

of decliriing. 'Ihe British tended to base their demands upon what they believed 

to be a fair share of the fish catch on the Icelandic Fishing Banks. 'Ihe 

problems was that Icelanders never felt that Britain deserved a share of the 

fish catch fran their waters. 2 

'Ihus, the evidence points to the intermingling of misperceptions, differ

ences in bureaucratic or policy making styles, the law of the sea, danestic 

pressures, and .the condition of the fish:'stocks all as detenninants or producers 

of th:r incentives for beginning each conflict and creating an atmosphere which. 

tended to escalate the disputes at their early 1;1tages. If those were the 

causes of the Fisheries Disputes, why were they repeated four times? 

T'ne answer to that question beccmes apparent from a closer look at the 

earlier discussion in this work. None of the conditions causing or provoking 

the disputes never more than temporarily abated until the end: the law of 

the sea never stopped changing, the :importance of the Keflavik base never 

decreased, British fishermen never gave up their dependence on the Icelandic 



waters, and the fish stocks never in_crec;l.Sed. The British failed to maintain 

on a permanent basis their capacity to deal with the Icelandic 11situation" 

and were thus forced to go through the long process of setting it back up 

for each conflict. Nor did British actions at the Law of the Sea ConI'erences 

or the North-East Atlantic Fisheries Ca-nmission ever convince Iceland that 

Brtain shared Icelandic concerns about conservation. Finally.;. outside actors 

never became involved in the disputes until they had reached a high level of 

confrontation. With such an enviranent, no new constraints were imposed upon 

either nation to prevent or moderate the factors contributing to the occur'" . 

rence or previous disputes. 

Finally, why were the British consistently unsuccessful in their nego

tiations with the Icelanders? A sufficient answer required an examination of 

the tacticts used by both countries, their corrmi tments, and the effects of 

outside mediators. 

British tactics during the conflicts included tarriffs and quotas on 

Iclandie fish, veto of tarriff concessions in the EEC, bans on landing 

Icelandic fish, referral of a dispute to the International Court of Justice, 

opposition to Icelandic positions in the Law of the Sea Conferences and the 

North-East Atlantic Fisheries Ccmnission, and the deployment of ndefense tugs" 

and Royal Navy frigates. These coercive tactics can be placed into three 

categories: economic, legal, and military. Each of these tactics had drawbacks 

· and appeals for the British government. 

Econanic coercion was appealing to the British government for its 

symbolic funtion. 3 The use of economic weapons (bans, tarriffs., quotas) helped 

the British government declare its position to the concerned "internal publics" 

1n Britain. 4 The disadvantage to the British government was that for the most 

part these economic actions were ineffective and counterproductive because 



they caused fish prices to rise for conswners in Britain and diverted 

Icelandic fish to the Soviet' Union without inflicting damage to Iceland. J.. 

further drawback to the ·use of bans in particular was that the British gove:-':::

ment had little control over its surrogate actors (the Brltish Trm!ller 

Federation and unions) who were applying them. 

legal actions taken by Great Br:i:tain had great appeal since they also 

clearly elucidated the British position to the world. While usually ineffec

tive the British (and Americans) were for a t1me partially successful in 

delaying the tide of terTitorial waters expanison sought by Iceland and 

others. 5 '!he referTal of the 1972 Dispute with Iceland to the International 

Court of Justice and the insistence of Great Britain on the inclusion of ICJ 

referTal in the 1961 Anglo-Icelandic Agreement were indicative of the British 

desire to resolve the conflict by legal means. Britain's legal actions had 

several detrimental effects: first, her actions in the law of the Sea Confer

ences and at the North-East Atlantic Fisheries Camnission firmly convinced 

Iceland that the British had little regard for Iceland's plight, which estab

lished Great Britain as an adversary; and secondly, the clause in the 1961 

Agreement created hostility and dissatisfaction in Iceland toward the agreement. 

In the case of the British referTal of the 1972 Cod War to the ICJ, the action 

was both ineffectiv~ and costly for Britain since Iceland rejected the court's 

authority and Britain rejected Iceland's best offer. Britain's major fault 

with regard to the legal aspects of the case was a failure to recognize or a 

refusal to accept the progression of the law of the sea. 

Military coercion by the British government may be considered from two 

perspectives. Fran the perspective of military action, with few exceptions 

the Ro~l Navy was successful; itprevented the Icelandic Coast Guard from 

cutting the trawls of British fishing boats or arresting their crews, thereby 



preventing the British fish ~atch from declining. The Royal Navy's presence 

also kept the British trawlers 1n the disputed waters thus maintaing British 

claims of historical right to fish the area. For the other perspective, the 

British excursion into th8 new1,y claimed Icelandic waters was a disaster a.r1:::: 

the primary reason for successive· British losses. The British exercise of 

military force enabled Iceland to mobilize the support of world opinion and 

force the question of NATO and Keflavik into the picture, thereby making the 

most legitimate mediator a military entity (NA'ID) which was likely to be 

sympathic to Iceland rather than a legal entity (ICJ) which was likely to 

favor British arguments. 

Iceland's tactics consisted of attempting to advance her case via the 

Law of the Sea Conferences, harassment of British trawlers., mobilization of 

world opinion, and the entaglement of NA'ID and the United States in the 

disputes, either :implicitly or explicityly. Iceland experienced ve.rying 

degrees of success with these tactics; the combination, however, always led 

to favorable settlements. While a major participant in the Law of the Sea 

· · Conferences, Iceland never succeeded in achieving everythtng she wanted when 

she wanted it; however, always enough states followed or prel_)m'ed to follow 

Iceland's path to lend enough credibility to Icelandic actions. 6 

'!he success of the Icelandic Coast Guard was its ability to disrupt 

British fishing to the point that trawler skippers refused to remain in 

Icelandic waters without the support of the Royal Navy. '!he Royal Navy's 

arrival raised the level of confrontation and invoked the pressures of world 

opinion against Great Britain's "bullying" of a small defenseless nation. 

By bringing the dispute to the attention of British policy-makers not beholden 

to the fishing industry and by bringing in NA'ID to help mec.iate the dispute, 

Iceland brought the disputes to a favorable resolution. 

------------- -----
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The four settlements in.favor of Iceland must also be explained in terms 

of aysemtrical ccmnittment. While Iceland devoted almost all of her resources 

to winning the fisheries disputes, the British canmitted little in the way of 

top pey,sonnel or resources, especj_ally. in the early stages of each conflict. 

Nor were the British, in the final.analysis, prepared to loose the Kefiavik 

base and anger the United States in order to maintain their fishipg rights. 

The British position was also weakened by confiicting interests., including . 

inshore fishermen and the EEC which desired larger f'.:l.shing l:imits for Britain •. 

Further, the British, unable to affect Iceland economically with any severity, 

faced great constraint on the use of military force. Iceland felt no such 

constraints upon her ways of influencing Great Britain: world opinibon, NA'IO, 

and advances in the law of the sea. Thus a pictUl'.'e presents itself:. a cont"''. 

strained, partially canmitted Britain opposing an unrestrained, highly c~· 

mitted Iceland. 

The role of the mediator has already been mentioned as a factor in the 

settlement of the disputes in Iceland's favor. Oran Young., in The Intermediares: 

The Third Parties in International ' Crises asserted three qualifications 

which a successful mediator must meet : salience., :impartiality and relevant 

skills. 7 In the f'irst dispute, Britain used only econanic coercion against 

Iceland and the OEEC seryed as the mediator of the dispute; in the last three 

disputes, when Britain used military coercion., NATO through its Secretary

General served as the mediator; in each case Br:1.tain's choice of weapons 

deternrlned the mediator. In all four conflicts, the qualifications for suc

cessful mediation were met, and yet in each case the goal of the mediator 

was to stop British coercion aginst Iceland. Thus was created a situ.~.tion 

by its nature that favored Iceland. Iceland rejected legal mediation as being 

inherently favorable to Britain, while the British could hardly claim that 



catch limits on fish outweighed their ccmnittment to NA'IO or the OEEC. Tne 

high status of the mediators involved, in addition to helping facilitate 

negotiations, resulted in the negotiations being carried out 2,t the highest 

levels wh:Lch minimized obj cction3 fr,:irn interest g.1."0ups. 

What general steps may have been taken which could have prevented these 

disputes and which have possible application to other such conflicts? An 

initial determination could have been made of the propability of potential 

consequences and linkages will be made between issuesJand parties which may 

have been adversly affected could have been notified early and allowed to 

;respond to the proposed action. Another step which could have been taken 

would have been to arrange for an acceptable outside mediator before the 

disputes reached a dangerous level of confrontation. As a final suggestion, 

countries should seek to solve the underlying roots of their disagreements 

rather than letting ninter:lm agreements" mask the conflict until conditions • 

favorable to confrontation erupted again. 

If anything, the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes have demonstrated 

the potential for protracted conflict between close allies if one or both 

feel their vital economic interest are threatened. 8 They have-also shown that 

what might have appeared at first to be a s:lmple dispute had immensely canplex 

nnplications for a range of actors and events. 
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½he 1948 Icelandic Law Concerning the Scientific Conservation of the 
Coastal Fisheries was chosen as the beginning of the A.nglo-Icelari.dic Fisheries 
Disputes because each of Iceland's extensions of territorial or fishing limits 
was ostens:ively based on this law; the EEC announcement of a 200-mile exclusive 
econanic zone was chosen as the end point of the fisheries disputes because 
af'ter that time Great Britain no longer directly negotiated with Iceland matters 
concerning fish or fishing rights. 

2nrts system of enumerating the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes is 
the most cc:mnonly used. Some writers use the terms Cod Wars I-IV while the 
British goverr:unent and the European Economic Ccmnunity refuse to use the 
term Cod War preferring to refer to all of the conflicts as fisheries disputes 
or fishing disputes. The use of the term Cod War in this work :infers no 
conatation or judgement. 
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9rceland started the process of politicizing the question of the 
teITitor•ial sea in 1949 at the United Nations. Iceland's 1952 extension 
contributed to the 1956 International Law Cormnission's Report which contributed 
to Iceland's decision to expand he'r teITitorial limits to twelve miles. This 
cycle holds for all four of the Anglo-Icelandic Fisheries Disputes. 

10 · · .. 
Iceland prefeITed the political solt1tion, the Law of the Sea Conference, 

While Britain favored the legal solution, the International Court of Justice. 
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1711caught in NATO's Net,"; ~:The Cod 'Ihreat to NA'ID,"; "Iceland Demands 
NATO Action." 

lB"The Cod Threat to NA'ro. fl 

19areat Britain, British In:fonnation Services, Iceland: Fisheries Settle
ment, Mr. Edward Heath, Pr:ime Minister, in the House of Camnons on November 13, 
l911. 

2°mchard c. Longworth., "Cod War.," 'European Camtunity., March 1976, p. 13. 

21rrrceland: Cod and Brussels.," The Econanist, 17 January 1976, p. 51. 

22Toid. 

. 23u.s. troops have never consituted a force to repell an invasion, thus, 
Iceland's NATO membership and the right to land at Kef'lavik were more impor
tantthan stationing troops in Iceland. 

· _ .. ~Tothar· ~ehl;}~lcelam•.s. V'!tal Value . .to NA.1.ro'·Strateg;y, fl The German 
Tribune (Hamburg) , 7 March 1976, p. 1. Trans. fran Die Ziet, 27 February 1976; 
SpaITing, pp. 393-403. 

25neod war: Cut and Come Again," The Econani.st, 14 February 1976, P• 56. 



CHAPTER XII 

FOOINOI'ES 

1Any attack by the Royf.l Na~ of the Icelandic Coast Guard vessels 
would have greatly strengthened Iceland's case with NA'IO. No doubt both 
the United States and Britain have contigency plans to occupy Iceland. 

2 . -
British boycotts of Icelandic fish increased the scarcity of fish 

in Britain thus raising prices to British constnners. 

3ru.chard Rose, The Politics of England, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little, Brm~Y... 
1974), p. 324. 

4w1111am Wallace, The Foreign Policy Process in Britain (I.Dndon: Roya.:. 
Insti tue of International Affairs, 1975), p. 232. 

5.tbid. , p. 234. 

6Ibid. 

7 Ibid., p. 235-236. 

~ose, p. 73, 

9or the Foreign and Conrnonwealth Office ts departments, the two which 
would most naturally oppose Iceland's extension, the Legal J:epartment and tr:: 
Ma:r1.J:le Transport Departments, were the most _heavily involved. 

10wa11ace, p. 236. The Ministry of Defense opposed any action which co· 
potentially harm the Keflavik base and also objected to the use of scare Bri · 
frigates for Icelandic fisheries protection duty. 

11.nie British goverrnnent resisted any conservation initiative by Icelanr 
in the North-East Atlantia Fisheries Carrrnission.. The British government sir;:: 
could not be seen by British fishermen as canprornising their interests, at 
least without a fight. 

12Jeffery A. Hart, The Anglo-Icelandic Cod War of 1972-1973: A Case Stu·_; 
of a Fisheries Dispute.(Berkeley California: Institue of International Stud:'.. 
University of California at Berkeley, 1976), p. 57. 

13rcelandic officials saw their in1 tial offer as the best which they cm.: 
conceed in light of Iceland's econanic survial. 

141.aurence Marks, "Iceland Wants EEC !:eal to End Cod War Deadlock," 
Obserwr (London), 30 November 1975, p. 7. 

15"Cod War: View frcm the Bridge," The Econanist, 9 June 1973, pp. 89:..c;•~ 
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p. 874. 
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1977, p. 27. 
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CHAPI'ER XIII 

FOOTNOrES 

½he British Trawler Federation's withdrawal i."1 mass :fran Icelandic 
waters during Cod Wars II and III left the British goverrnnent the choice 
of granting de facto recognition of Iceland's fishing limits or sending in 
the Royal Navy, both option which 'the British government found distasteful. 

2'.Ihe disputes between Iceland and Britain boiled down to the Icelandic 
contention that Icelanders should be able to harvest all the fish which feed 
on Iceland's continental shelf and the British argument that their historic 
fishing on the Icelandic Fishing Banks gave them rights to a share of the 

. fish caught there. 

3.Ann P. Schreiber, "Economic Coercion as an Instrument of Foreign Policy: 
U.S. Economic Moves Against Cuba and the Daninican Republic," World Politics 
25 (1973): 413. 

4Toid. 

5'lhe failure of Iceland and other countries to achieve their goal of 
twelve mile or greater limits in the Second UN raw of the Sea Conference 
caused the drive for progressive expansion of fishing and/or territorial limits 
to become stalled until the late sixties. · 

6Iceland while leading efforts in the raw of the Sea Conferences rarely 
unilaterally extended limits until several countr.ies support the move or had 
already taken it. 

7 Oran Young, The Intermediaries: Third Parties in International Crises . 
(Pr:inceton, New Jersey: Pr:inceton Universty,.Press, 1972), pp. 80-91. Young 
also :includes as qualities for a successful mediator continuity, respect, 
physical resources and initiative. These qualities were also met. 

8Tne British goverrment had the opportunity at the Second lJN Law of the 
Sea Conference to make an agreement with Iceland preserving Britain's legal 
position while sacrificing Britain's economic interests. In addition Iceland 
was always willing to settle ·for a North-East Atlantic Fisheries Ccmnission 
agreement that would have excluded foreign fishing on the Icelandic Fishing 
Banks. These facts lead to the conclusion that the disputes represted a 
long tenn. economic conflict rather than a legal one. 
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APPENDIX I. 

LAW CONCERNING THE SCIENTIFIC CONSERVATION OF THE 

CONTmENTAL SHEI.F FISHERIES :DATED APRIL 5, 1948 

'Ihe President of Iceland Proclroms : The Althing has passed the present law · 
which is hereby approved and confirmed: 

Article 1 

'!he Ministry of Fisheries shall issue Regulations extablishing explicity 
bounded conservation zones within the limits of the continental shelf of 
Iceland; wherein all fisheries shall be subject ot Icelandic rules and control; 
Provided that the conserwtion measures now in effect shall in no way be 
reduced. '!he Ministry shall further issue the necessary Regulations for the 
protection of the fishing grounds withln the said zones. The Fiskifelag 
Islands (Fisheries Association of Iceland) and the Atvinnudeild Haskola IslaYJ.ds 
(Universtiy of Iceland Industrial Research Laboratories) sh.all be consulted 
prior to the pranulgation of the said Regulations. 

'!he Regulations shall be revised in the light of scientific research. 

Article 2 

'Ihe Regulations promulgated under Article 1 of the present law .shall be 
enforced only to the extent ccmpatible with agreements with other countries to 
which Iceland is or may becane a party. 

Article 3 

Violations of the Regulations issued under Article 1 shall be punisr..able 
by fines from kr. 1000 to kr. 100,000 as specified i."l the Regulations. 

Article . 

'Ihe Ministry· or F1sheries shall, to the extent practicable, participate 
in international scientific research in the interest of-. fisheries conservation. 

Article 5 

·, 'lbis Law shall take effect mmediatel.y. 

Done in Reykjavik, 5 April 1948. 

Sveinn Bjomsson 
President of Iceland 

Johann Josefsson 
M:inister of Fisheries 

----··----------------------------
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Reasons for the law of 5 April 1948 (submitted to the Icelandic Parliament): 

It is.well known that the econany of Iceland depends almost entirely on 
fishing in the vicinity of its coasts. For this reason., the population of 
Iceland has followed the progressive impoverishment of fishing grou.nds with 
anxiety. Fonnerly., When fishing equipment was far less efficent than it is 
today, the question appeared in a different light, and the rig.11t of' providing 
for exclusiv~ rights of fishing by Iqelan6 itself m~he vicinity of her coasts 
extended much further than is admited by the practice generally adopted since 
1900. It seems obvious., however, that measures to protect fisheries ought to 
be extended m proportion to the growing efficiency of fishing equipment. 

Most coastal States which engage in fishing have long recognized the need 
to take positive steps to prevent over-exploitation resulting in a complete 
exhaustion of fishing grounds. Nevertheless., the:re is no agreement on the . 
manner in which such steps .should be taken. The States concerned may be divided 
into two categories. On the one hand., there are the countries whose interest 
in fishing in the vicinity of foreign coasts is greater than their interst in 
fishing in the vicinity of their own coasts. While recognizing that it is im
possible not to ta.lee steps to mitig~e the total exhaustion of fishing grounds, 
these States are nevertheless generally of the opinion that u.'U.lateral regula
tions by littoral States must be limited as far as possible.· 'Ibey have also 
insisted vigorously that such measu....">"es can only be talcen by virtue of inter
national agreements. 

On the other hand, there are the countries which engage in fishing mainly 
in the vicinity of their own coasts. The latter have recognized to a growing 
extent that the responsiblity of ensuring the protection of fishing grounds in 
accordance with the findi.'l'llS of scientific research is., above all, that of the 
littoral State. For this reason, several countries belonging to the latter 
category have, each for its own purposes, made legislative provisions to this 
end the more so as international negotiations undertaken with a view to set
tling these matters have not been crowned with success, except in the rather 
rare cases where neighbouring nations were concerned with the defence of can
mon interests. 'Ihere is no doubt that measures of protection and prohibition 
can be taken better and more naturally by means of' mternational agreements 
in relation to the open sea, i.e., in relation to the great oceans. But dif
ferent considerations apply to waters in the vicinity of coasts. 

In so far as the jurisdicition of States over fishing grounds is concerned, 
two methods have been adopted. Certain States have proceeded to a determination 
of their territorial waters, especially for fishing purposes. others, 'On the 
other hand, have left the question of the territorial waters in abeyance and 
have contented themselves with asserting their exclusive rights over fisheries, 
independently of territorial waters. Of these two methods, the second seems 
to be the more natural, having regard to the fact that certain considerations 
arising fran the concept of "territorial waters" have no bearing upon the 
question of an exclusive right to fishing, and that there a.re therefore serious 
drawbacks in considering the two questions together. 

When States established their jurisdicit.ton over fishing zones in the 
vicinity of their coasts they adopted greatly varying limits; in the majority 
of cases, they adopted a specified numbeI• of nautical miles: three miles, 
four miles, six miles or twelve kilanetres, etc. It would appear, however, 
to be more natural to follow the example of those States which have determined 
the llmit of their fisheries jurisdiction in accordance with the contours of 
the continental shelf along their coasts. The continental shelf of Iceland is 
vecy clearly distinguishable, and it is therefore natural to take it as a basis. 
This is the reason why t:r..is solution :b.as been adopted in the present draft law. 



Icelandic Conmentary on the articles: 

Commentary on Article 1 

Two kinds of provisions are involved: on the one hand., the deli.-::it2:::.::·. 
of the waters within which the measures of protection and prohibiticn -:;:" 
fishing should be applied, i.e., the waters which a.re deemed not to e:>..""ter:.::. 
beyond the continental shelf'; and, on the other hand, the measures of 
and prohibition of fishing which sould be applied within these waters. ::'.:!-: s: 
far as the enactment of measures to assure the protection of stocks of f:.s:: ::..s 
concerned, the views of marine biologist will have to be taken into c0nside:-s.
tion, not only as regarils fishing grounds and mentods of fishing, but als-: 2.2 

regards the seasons during which fishing shall be open., and the quantities:::' 
fish which may be caught. 

At present, the limit of the continental shelf may be considered as 
established precisely at a depth of 100 fathoms. It wil, however, be necessa:::.· 
to carry out the most careful investigations in order to establish whether 
this limit should be detennined at a differnet depth. 

Camnentary on Article 2 

The provisions of this article have a bearing upon the following agree
ments between tenma.rk and the United Kingdom, of 24 June 1901, and the Inter
national Convention for the Regulations of the Meshes of Fishing Nets and the 
Size Limits of Fish, of 23 March 1937. Should the provi.sionn contain-ced i:1 
this draft law appear to be 1ncanpatible with these agreements, they would r..cr::, 
of course, be applied against the States signatories to the said agreements, 
as long as these agreements remain in force. 

Comnentary on Article 3 

'Ihe amount of the fines will be assessed with due regard to the relative 
importance of the measures of prohibition which may have been infringed. 

Commentary on Article 4 

On 17 Agust 1946, the International Council for the Exploration of' the 
Sea reccmnended that measures be taken to prohibit fishing in the Faxafloi 
[Faxa Bay]. It goes without saying that Iceland will take pa.rt, to the fullest 
extent, 1n any initiative of this ldr.d 1n relation to her own coast as well 
as others. She has already given proof of her interest in these problems, in 
particular by taking part in interr..ational oceanographic research. 

Canmentary on Article 5 

'lhis article does not call for conment. 

Source for Appendix I: '1'he Fishery Limits Off Iceland: 200 Nautical Miles 
(Reykjavik: Ministry for Foreign Affairs, January 1976) . 

Note: This Law was ani.ended to include jurisdiction out to 200 miles. 
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APPENDIX II -~ 
,, 
. 

'IDI'AL COD CATCH IN ICELANDIC WATERS 1946-1974 (Metric tons) . 

·...- Year Iceland Britain Gennany other Total 
-~ 

t 1946 199,136 41,602 11,011 16,109 267,887 
:.t 1947 200,242 56,437 10,817 22,112 289,608 ;i• 
~ 

cf 1948 213,177 93,532 11,193 21,277 340,496 
·• ~ 1949 221,419 95,079 24,120 21,049 362,667 . 1950 197,433. 114,119 30,327 21,376 363,355 ·.¼ 
J 1951 183,252 106,135 33,805 25,396 31-18,482 .. 

'i 
1952 237,314 96,128 41,803 24,183 399,943 
1953 263,516 175,216 56,005 31,324 526,061 

~ 1954 306,191 167,161 45,253 28,915 547,530 .. ,. 1955 315,438 139,733 48,236 34,722 538,130 ;;.. 
~/.. 1956 292,586 130,315 30,071 27,737 480,709 

!-., 

1957 247,087 145,625 23,292 35,09 451,909 ., 
.,.-; 
;c. 

1958 284,407 151,721 37,849 24,706 508,683 f ~. 1959 284,259 114,087 35,562 18,596 452,504 
~ 1960 295,668 110,650 37,939 20,766 465,023 ~~ 
·-4· 

1961 233,874 98,605 21,776 21,210 374,645 .... 
~ 
:)I 1962 221,820 108,256 34,157 22,109 386,342 ... 
"II 1963 232,839 126,265 33,034 9,764 402,002 ~--~ 1964 273,584 126,789 19,336 8,575 429,284 ~ 
l 1965 233,483 . 134,917 15,136 9,924 393,598 
"• 1966 223,974 103,887 9,851 10,338 356,755 ... 
~ 1967 193,449 130,173 15,397 5,993 345,022 r:. 

. ,. 1968 227,594 114,403 29,569 9,504 381,070 ,, 
1969 281,680 99,383 18,125 5,931 405,168 ~- 1970 302,875 130,408 26,334 11,040 470,757 ' .. 

i- 1971 250,234 161,955 27,007 13,716 453,003 
-ii- 1972 225,354 147,188 11,670 14,304. 398,528 • 1973 234,898 122,277 6,839 15,.430 379,444 

I 1974 238,283 117,539 5,554 13:,611 374,987 
,., 

I, other includes: Paroe Islands, France, Norway, Holland, Belgium, Poland, ii: ... Denmark, U.S.S.R., and SWeden 

f Catches of England and Scotland are combined in the Britain column 

Source: 'Ihe Fishery Li.inits Off Iceland: 200 Nautical Miles (Reykjavik: Ministry 'l-

~ for Foreign Affairs, Janua:cy 1976). 
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~ APPENDIX III t: 
i ' 
1 i 
t; Total nominal catch by Icelandic vessels 1905-1974. ... ' Quantity by thousand metric tons . ., ' 

il Demcr!,nl Other Totnl 
Ycnr: spccit,s: Hcn·ia;c:: Cf\pelin: species: catch: 

11 
Annual aYerage 1~05-190~ ,18,4 4,4 52,8 

1910-1914 75,9 4,2 - 80,1 
1915-1919 101,4 11,9 113,4 
1920-1924 166,1 19,0 185,1 

;, \ 1925--1929 241,2 55,3 296,5 

\ 1930-1934 298,3 80,5 378,8 
:i I 1935-1939 185,0 142,7 827,6 
:r i 1940 195,9 214,5 410,4 

Ii 1941 209,7 99,2 308,9 
1942 264,9 149,4 414,8 « i 1943 281,3 183,5 464,8 jll, 

11 1944 325,5 222,2 547,7 ... ; 

ii 1945 307,4 56,9 364,3 
1946 277,5 185,4 412,9 
1947 806,7 199,5 506,2 

1' ! 1948 853,8 158,8 512,1 . l j 
1949 358,6 74,2 ·432,8 

-JI 
'1950 316,0 60,4 876,4 · 

1951 339,6 84,6 424,2 
1952 396,0 32,0 428,0 ~, 1953 380,2 69,5 449,7 

jl 1954 403,6 48,5 452,1 

:·"' l 1955 442,8 58,6 496,4 
1956 480,0 100,5 530,5 

-, 1957 398,8 117,5 515,8 

I 1958 478,5 107,4 580,9 
I 1959 455,5 182,9 1,2 639,6 
I . 
! 1960 453,2 136,5 8,3 598,0 
I 

1961 381,1 326,0 2,8 70!>,9 ,,;~fl, ~, 
1962 350,8 475,7 2,5 8,1 832,1 

l 
1963 379,9 395,2 1,1 5,8 782,0 

.···• .. I • I 1964 415,3 544,4 8,6 3,1 971,4 
. i 

1965 381,8 763,0 49,7 4,6 1.199,1 
1966 339,4 770,7 124,9 8,0 1.243,0 

=.:c 1967 333,5 461,5 97,2 5,5 897,7 
1968 878,0 142,8 78,2 7,4 601,4 
1969 450,2 56,9 171,0 10·,8 688,9 ~-
1970 474,2 51,4 191,8 16,3 733,7 -~ 

,: 1971 421,7 61,3 182,9 18,4 684,3 i :g 1972 385,7 41,5 277,0 21,7 725,9 
; 1973 398,1 43,6 441,5 18,1 902,3 

·¼ 
1974 422,2 40,5 462,2 16,4 941,5 

~, 
Source: The Fishery Lirrits Off Iceland: 200 Nautical Miles (Reykjavik; Minist:::,:· ,, for Foreign Affairs, January 1976). 
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